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ABSTRACT 
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This thesis analyzes the effects of multiculturalism on women and children. 

Although multiculturalism was promoted and implemented in many liberal states, it 

has created severe discussions. Accordingly, this study focuses on the problems of 

multiculturalism and their impact on the vulnerable group members. The thesis will 

discuss theoretical positions together with several controversial examples. Based on 

these discussions this study argues that women and children have become the victims 

of multiculturalism.  
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ÖZ 

 

 

ULUS VE CEMAAT ARASINDA: ÇOKKÜLTÜRLÜLÜĞÜN KADINLAR VE 

ÇOCUKLAR ÜZERİNDEKİ ETKİSİ 
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     Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Fahriye Üstüner 

 

Temmuz 2013, 115 sayfa 

 

 

 

Bu çalışma çokkültürlülüğün kadınlar ve çocuklar üzerine etkisini incelemiştir. 

Çokkültürlülük birçok liberal devlet tarafından benimsenmiş ve uygulanmış olmasına 

rağmen, çok büyük tartışmalara yol açmıştır. Buna bağlı olarak bu çalışma, 

çokkültürlülüğün sorunlarına ve bu sorunların bazı zayıf grup üyelerine olan etkisine 

odaklanmıştır. Teorik yaklaşımlar ve çeşitli örneklere yönelik tartışmaların ışında bu 

tez, çokkültürlülüğün kadınları ve çocukları mağdur ettiğini savunmaktadır. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

  

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Stating the Subject Matter 

One of the basic problems in social sciences is the clash between the Universalistic 

and particularistic definitions of justice.  Even though for centuries justice has been 

discussed by scientists, philosophers and policy makers, no universally accepted 

definition can be achieved yet. One of the reflections of this situation is the 

multiculturalism debate in the Western liberal societies.  

Multiculturalism, i.e. politics of cultural difference, primarily aims at providing inter-

cultural justice in culturally plural societies. But policies which focused on ensuring 

equality between groups, have gradually resulted in fostering inequalities within 

them, which targeted especially women and children. Consequently, when 

multiculturalism was implemented, rights of some group members were disregarded. 

Furthermore, recently, multiculturalism has been abandoned by several liberal states. 

But the “retreat of multiculturalism” (Joppke, 2004) also became problematic for 

vulnerable group members who are for the most time, women and children.  

This thesis analyzes the impact of multiculturalism with a specific focus on women 

and children. It argues that both policies of multicultural accommodation and 

policies of retreat disregarded the wellbeing of these vulnerable group members. 

Consequently, the research question of the thesis is: how and why has 

multiculturalism created its own victims? 

This study argues that every cultural group claiming accommodation and public 

recognition under the auspices of cultural rights needs to define its boundaries of 

inclusion, i.e. its identity. Cultural groups demand respect and recognition of their 

certain code of behavior which render them distinct from the rest of the society. As a  
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result, differentiated treatment in the sense of exemptions or autonomy is demanded 

from the state in the issues like family law affairs, dress codes and education of the 

children.  

However, the problem of in-group domination is almost inevitable because cultural 

rights claims often take culture as a static whole, with its certain and undisputable 

aims and interests. The primary aim of a culture is for the most time “survival” i.e. 

preservation of the particular identity. But at this point it should be asked: who 

defines the distinct identity of the cultural community that should survive; who 

decides on the ways of this survival; and who decides that cultural preservation is 

morally prior to the universal rights of women and children? In some cases women 

also support discriminatory practices like polygamy or female genital mutilation. But 

what about those who do not support the tradition, do state or the community have 

right to impose the tradition in this case? And what about children, why do not 

immigrant children deserve equal protection from crimes including murder and rape? 

Should culture be a moral ground for the violation of the rights of children and 

women? 

Almost every cultural identity imposes certain duties and roles to be performed by 

the group members. And cultural rights can become an imposition of the predefined 

codes of conduct over the lives of the individuals. If cultural codes of behavior are 

gendered, as in the most of the cases, then, responding the demands of the 

community results in discriminatory policies towards women. As a result, although a 

liberal state officially supports gender equality with the application of 

multiculturalist policies, this principle can be ignored. What is more, even though 

child protection laws provide state guardianship towards the children of the 

mainstream society, minority cultural group’s ill-treatment toward a child can be 

overlooked in the name of multiculturalism if that treatment is said to have a cultural 

basis. Consequently, diverse standards of justice (Gutmann, 1993) may apply 

because of policies of multiculturalism. 
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The same process can also be observed within the political communities, i.e. Western 

liberal democracies. The setback of multiculturalism can be defined as the demands 

of multicultural states to preserve their distinct identities, which may include 

secularism, liberalism, republicanism etc. When faced with a threat, it is possible for 

culturally plural societies to reestablish their predefined identities. This situation is 

defined as “reactive culturalism” by Ayelet Shachar (2001; 2005). However, 

imposition of the identity of the political community may result in stigmatization and 

exclusion of some minorities in the mainstream society. 

1.2 The Context of Multiculturalism 

The introduction of politics of multiculturalism to the western liberal public dates 

back to the late 1960s. Accordingly, multiculturalism debate emerges as the 

culmination of several movements and developments of the last century including the 

dissolution of enlightenment universalism, rise of communitarianism and politics of 

difference. Although multiculturalism was adopted as early as 1970s in the sense of 

an official response to cultural diversity in some countries like Canada, theoretical 

discussions could only commence a decade later (Kymlicka, 1995).  

The demands for multiculturalist accommodation have been the results of huge 

influx of non-western immigrants to the western societies. Especially from mid-

1950s onwards, non-westerners have been allowed to migrate to Western European 

countries, United States, Canada and Australia. The main problem was that these 

immigrants were not assimilated into the mainstream society. On the contrary, they 

preserved their distinct cultural identities without being included to their host 

societies. This exclusion produced demands for respect and recognition of cultural 

difference starting with the late 1960s which required liberal states to change their 

integration policies from assimilation to multiculturalism.  

Before multiculturalist demands came into the scene, assimilation was the preferred 

way of treating the immigrants (Kymlicka, 1995; Joppke, 1996; Shachar, 2001). 

However as Joppke (1996) mentions, assimilation was rejected by the states because  
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of moral problems behind acculturation policies. In an era championed by human 

rights liberal states had to respect different cultural backgrounds. Thus assimilation 

ceased to be a legitimate way of integration. What is more, according to Joppke 

(1996) post 1945 immigrants could not accept assimilation because of easiness of 

mobilization and strong national ties. He mentions that immigrants had the 

opportunity to visit their home countries often, which enabled them to sustain their 

traditions and customs.  

But what are the results of assimilation? Ayelet Shachar (2001) argues that responses 

of the minorities towards the assimilationist demands of the states can be classified 

into three. First, minorities can fully assimilate into the mainstream society by 

eradicating their past ties. Accordingly, she gives the example of the Jews of the 19th 

century who left aside their Jewish identities and acquired citizenship rights in 

France and Germany. Secondly, minorities may response with limited particularism 

to the demands of assimilation. This means that they may choose to preserve main 

aspects of their cultures while modifying other ones in order not to be excluded from 

the society. Again, Reform Jews in the 19
th

 century modified some of their traditions 

like wearing religious dress-yarmulke in order not to be discriminated in the public 

space. Consequently they became full members of the society without totally 

eradicating their particular identities.  

Reactive culturalism is the third response to the assimilationist policies according to 

Shachar. Reactive culturalist groups are those who aim at remaining unchanged and 

pure. There is an anxiety that the group will lose its identity because of the 

interactions with the outside world. To cite Shachar (2001:35-36) 

Reactive culturalism can be expressed in various ways- in a rigid reading of a 

group’s textual sources, for example, or by closely monitoring the behavior of 

its members and quickly quashing any unorthodox interpretation of the 

tradition as evidence of decay. In all, these amount to attempts to more clearly 

demarcate the group’s boundaries by walling it off from the outside world.   
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According to Shachar, the second response is also the ideal situation for adopting 

multiculturalism because minorities can, in this way, both preserve their cultural 

distinctness and become full members of the society. Contrary to this, according to 

her, now both communities and nation states are becoming reactive culturalist. 

Especially in the cases which are seen as non-accomodationable like female genital 

mutilation or forced marriage, some communities have insisted on the survival of the 

tradition. However, rigidness in the tones has resulted in exclusion and segregation. 

This strictness in the definition of group identity can also be observed in national 

contexts. Today it has become widespread to re-assert and impose national identities 

on immigrant populations. In France for instance survival of the republican identity 

dominated the headscarf affairs staring from late 1980s. It was stated in the Stasi 

report (which was conducted to investigate the headscarf issue) that reestablishment 

of the republican identity is one of the basic concerns of French public (European 

Court of Human Rights, Dogru v. France, 2008). Likewise Netherlands recently 

declared the ultimate and inviolable “Dutchness” of the society despite the existence 

of huge minority populations (Government of the Netherlands, 2011).   

Indeed when multiculturalism entered into the scene, social problems was already in 

rise. Just to remind, adoption of multiculturalism in Western liberal societies mostly 

targets the non-western immigrants of the post-Second World War era as their 

integration proved much more problematic and indeed failed. Precisely, massive 

migration flows from the non-western world created new minority populations and 

changed the demography of the western societies. The challenge, however, is that it 

is believed that these new minorities could be neither totally assimilated, as in the 

case of 19
th

 century Jews in France and Germany, nor partially assimilated, like 

Reform Jews in the US, into the mainstream society but remained as aliens living a 

separate life in different islands of culture.  

In that sense the problems of non-integration, ghettoization, and discrimination have 

become obvious by 1970s for most of the culturally plural societies. In that respect 

multiculturalism has emerged as a policy alternative aiming to respect and publicly  
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recognize distinctiveness of minority cultural groups and thus eradicate racism and 

discrimination. Consequently from the very beginning multiculturalism has been 

designed as a new way of organizing public policy that will not discriminate those 

who are not born as the members of the mainstream society. As a result it seeks for 

the equal recognition and thus accommodation of the “alien” cultural practices in a 

way that people from different backgrounds live in harmony and peace.  

Canada for instance, officially adopted a policy of multiculturalism. In the early 

1970s multiculturalism was accepted as a state policy and the term entered into the 

constitution in 1982 Canadian Constitutional Act. Furthermore, in 1985 Canadian 

Multiculturalism Act was enacted. The act declares that Canada is a multicultural 

society and government is responsible for the preservation of this diversity. 

Multicultural policy as defined in the Act mainly targets anti-discrimination and 

inclusion of minority groups to the mainstream society without assimilation 

(Canadian Multiculturalism Act, 1985). 

Slightly earlier, United States was already en route of multicultural adjustments. 

Even though the term multiculturalism was not used, with the help of Civil Rights 

movement of 1960s, US adopted affirmative action programs for the latest 

immigrants coming from non-western countries. Especially in education and in 

political representation non-western minority groups have been granted differentiated 

treatment. Starting with late 1960s, affirmative action programs have been applied 

for bilingual education and political representation. (Joppke, 1996) 

European countries also adhered to multiculturalism until recently. United Kingdom 

for instance started to fight with anti-discrimination as early as 1960s. Furthermore, 

in the early 1980s, right to cultural difference was declared in France. Likewise, 

Netherlands accommodated cultural difference to a great extent again in 1980s. In 

addition, Germany changed its naturalization policy and granted citizenship for 

immigrants starting with 1990s. (Geddes, 2003; Odmalm, 2005) 
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This does not mean that multicultural policies of every country are the same. There 

are different ways of accommodations which are beyond the scope of this thesis. But 

it can be argued that at least in rhetoric multiculturalism was promoted by liberal 

democracies and this was reflected in some policies or public discussions. As a 

result, it can be observed that, starting with the 1960s, assimilationist policies came 

to an end and states became more responsive to the demands of preservation of 

cultural difference.  

This early euphoria, however, turned out to be a catastrophe for vulnerable group 

members. Rigid definitions of cultural identity, customs and traditions revoked the 

equal protection rights of especially immigrant women and children. Lack of 

protective measures vis-à-vis the weaker members of communities resulted in in-

group oppression. There are several court decisions in both US and Canada which 

victimized immigrant women and children under the pretext of respecting culture. 

Clearly state institutions failed in protecting these vulnerable group members from 

internal oppression and supported the imposition of cultural norms on individuals. 

Since no special measures have been taken, rigid and selective definitions of 

traditions easily ended up with discriminating women and children. Consequently, 

demands for equality between groups resulted in fostering inequalities within groups. 

As these discussions were under way, another front occurred in inter-cultural wars. 

Within decades, multiculturalism created an animosity in liberal states. Demands for 

the recognition of community identity have been challenged by the reassertion of 

national identity. Consequently, attempts to “redraw boundaries of inclusion” 

(Habermas, 2008) have been reacted and opposed by a national instinct.  

As it is well known, recently, it has become quite fashionable to argue about the end 

or failure of the multicultural project in western liberal societies. Especially 

politicians started to declare how their multiculturalism policies fell short of 

expectations. In 2010 for instance, Chancellor Merkel made an important statement 

that “And of course, the approach [to build] a multicultural [society] and to live side- 
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by-side and to enjoy each other... has failed, utterly failed.” (cited from BBC, 

2010:para.7) A year later a more dramatic statement came from the British Prime 

Minister David Cameron. He declared that “Under the doctrine of state 

multiculturalism, we have encouraged different cultures to live separate lives, apart 

from each other and the mainstream…We have failed to provide a vision of society 

to which they feel they want to belong.” (cited from Nbcnews, 2011:para.4). 

Likewise Netherlands declared its retreat from multiculturalism quite recently 

(Joppke, 2007). In June 2011 the new Dutch integration bill was presented to the 

parliament by the interior minister Piet Hein Donner who stated that  

The government shares the social dissatisfaction over the multicultural 

society model and plans to shift priority to the values of the Dutch people. In 

the new integration system, the values of the Dutch society play a central role. 

With this change, the government steps away from the model of a 

multicultural society. (cited from Kern, 2011:para.2) 

This situation also created its own victims who are again the most vulnerable groups 

in minority cultures, women and children. In the name of protecting national, 

republican and/or Western values, immigrant women and children have been 

stigmatized like in the headscarf affairs in France and Germany (Benhabib, 2002; 

Joppke, 2007). Especially Muslim students and teachers have been presented as th 

enemies of the republican and occidental values. As states and communities were 

fighting with each other, again women and children faced exclusion in the societies 

they inhabit.  

These cultural encounters show the complexities of the multiculturalism debate. 

Starting with late 1960s, adoption of politics of recognition and starting with late 

1980s, its backlash can be observed both of which have had severe consequences for 

in-group minorities. Accordingly, this thesis aims at analyzing the effects of certain 

cultural encounters in western liberal societies on women and children. When 

adopted as a policy states fostered in group inequalities by imposing certain cultural 

standards on minorities. And with the recent setback, states have started to impose its  
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national identity on them which created further stigmatization. Thus encounters 

between majority and minority cultures prioritized the importance and interests of 

either the community or the nation. Women and children who are the signifiers of 

group identity and solidarity (Shachar, 2005) have become the victims of this fight 

between the nation and the community.  

1.3 Research Procedure 

This thesis is based on theoretical discussions on multiculturalism which are 

supplemented with several controversial examples. Theoretical positions cover those 

from the early 1980s towards the current stage. Theories of multiculturalism will be 

covered by the second chapter. First of all, liberalism- communitarianism debate will 

be analyzed as a background of the theories of multiculturalism. Next, first wave 

discussions and their problematic points will be elaborated. Finally, in the second 

chapter, second wave discussions will be assessed. In the third chapter, different 

examples of multicultural accommodation and setback will be analyzed and 

interpreted which prove the challenges of multiculturalism on vulnerable group 

members. The examples, which include cultural defense verdicts and anti-veiling 

legislations, show that women and children are the victims of the complexities of 

multiculturalism. In that sense, problematic court decisions from several countries 

including United States, Canada, Germany and France will be analyzed together with 

Sharia court debates in Canada and United Kingdom. The examples were selected 

from secondary sources and cover the period of post-1980s. As a result, this study 

aims at interpreting legal documents and decisions which victimized women and 

children with the background of the theoretical knowledge concerning 

multiculturalism. However, theoretical positions which are analyzed in this study are 

not sufficient to solve the vulnerabilities of women and children. Consequently, this 

study concludes that multiculturalism which is part of the Universalism- 

particularism debate will be discussed for a long period of time.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

THEORIES OF MULTICULTURALISM 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter aims at analyzing theoretical discussions of multiculturalism. Although 

Brian Barry (2001:6), who is one of the prominent critiques of multiculturalism once 

argued that “multiculturalism was bound sooner or later to sink under the weight of 

its intellectual weakness…”, the topic has become one of the serious debates in the 

political science literature. Gradually, politics of cultural difference has become a 

challenge to both liberal political theory and to the liberal institutions of the western 

societies. Notions of individual freedom and autonomy, formation of identity and 

role of culture, ontological priority of individual rights over the collective rights 

claims, universal undifferentiated citizenship model and state neutrality have all been 

covered and criticized by the theories of multiculturalism. As a result, new 

institutional designs have been suggested to accommodate the claims of cultural 

groups. 

But why respecting cultural difference has been added to the discussions of political 

science? What multiculturalism demands essentially? First of all, multiculturalism is 

part of a general justice debate within the western liberal societies. Multiculturalism 

argues that minority cultural groups have been discriminated so far; thus in order to 

establish justice, inequalities between cultural groups should be eliminated. The 

basic way of doing this is securing the collective rights which have been largely 

overwhelmed by the priority of the individual rights within liberal political 

communities. 

As a result, politics of cultural difference seeks different ways of imagining and 

organizing societies so that minority cultural groups are not discriminated and 

stigmatized. Consequently multiculturalism is also a re-identification project of  
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culturally plural societies. Multiculturalism redefines societies in a way that values of 

minority and majority cultures are equally respected and accommodated by the 

public institutions. Thus politics of cultural multiplicity aims at redefining principles 

of justice and collective identities of societies. As such, there are two main tenets of 

the debate: proving the importance of culture for the lives of the individuals and 

proving the necessity of collective rights claims in the establishment of a just society. 

However, multiculturalism debate did not end up with identifying problems of 

misrecognition in culturally plural states. Precisely, it has been suggested that 

cultural minority groups should be integrated and accommodated into the legal and 

institutional bodies of the countries they inhabit.  

However, towards the mid-1980s many problematic applications of multiculturalism, 

such as cultural defense, were revealed. As a result, the late 1990s theoretical 

discussions focused on how to reverse the negative effects of policies of 

multiculturalism (Shachar, 2005; Bhabha, 2008). Accordingly, this study divides 

theoretical approaches into two periods. The first wave discussions are based on 

criticizing liberalism and suggesting alternatives to accommodate cultural rights 

claims; and the second one is based on the criticisms forwarded against problems of 

multiculturalism and tries to reverse the negative effects.  

The challenge on liberal justice of the first wave can be traced back within 

communitarian critiques which dominated the political science literature starting with 

1980s (Kymlicka, 2001). Assertion of particularity in this sense was first seen in the 

communitarian discussions before multiculturalists came into the scene and this 

heritage was later incorporated into the debate of politics of recognition of late 1980s 

and 1990s. 

The challenge against multiculturalism on the other hand comes with the idea that 

cultural rights of collectivities result in in-group domination. Women and children in 

that sense have emerged as the most vulnerable groups within cultural minorities 

who face discrimination and oppression. Thus, second wave focuses on the ways of  
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correcting the problematic aspects of the politics of difference. This means that 

theoretical discussions surrounding cultural multiplicity moved from providing 

justice between groups to providing justice within groups. Before, however, 

discussing politics of cultural difference, this chapter will first take a step back and 

understand the general conjuncture of the late 1980s, i.e. assertion of 

communitarianism. 

2.2 Liberalism-Communitarianism Debate 

Communitarian critique of liberalism became very much prominent especially in the 

United States throughout 1980s and 1990s, (Farrelly, 2004) and this debate sets the 

first front in the multiculturalism discussions. Liberal-communitarian dichotomy 

relies on the clash between Universalist and particularistic formulations of theories of 

justice. In this sense, communitarian/liberal debate represents two opposite poles in 

the conceptualization of rights, duties, freedom and individual autonomy. It should 

be mentioned in the first instance that in the early debates of 1980s there was no 

reference to multiculturalism. However, in the evolution of the theories of cultural 

multiplicity communitarian heritage played a formidable role.  

It should be highlighted in the first instance that there are different liberal positions 

in the justice debates covering individual rights and liberties. Communitarian critique 

in that respect targets deontological liberalism originating from Kant and later 

developed especially by Rawls. Still following Jeremy Waldron (1987:154) a 

common point can be depicted in all kinds of liberalisms: 

…liberals are committed to a conception of freedom and of respect for the 

capacities and the agency of individual men and women, and that these 

commitments generate a requirement that all aspects of the social should 

either be made acceptable or be capable of being made acceptable to every 

last individual.  

Consequently, for liberals autonomous agency of individuals is inviolable. Free 

individual agency is also crucial in deontological liberalism. Thus deontology 

suggests that moral imposition on individuals is inacceptable. On the contrary,  
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individuals should remain free to pursue their own life projects. Likewise, rules that 

will govern the social interactions should not be based on any particular morality. On 

the contrary, law should be universal, detached from particular conceptions of good. 

(Farrelly, 2004; Sandel, 2005) 

In essence, deontology suggests that rights are derivatives of no particular goods. We 

may inherent certain conceptions of good from the societies we inhabit, or we may 

develop our own visions of good life. But these cannot be the sources of justice as 

deontological liberals are against the imposition of contextual moralities in order to 

sustain human autonomy. Consequently, liberals should find a way to reconcile 

autonomous conduct of human agency with the general principles and laws that will 

manage these conducts.  

In deontological liberalism, this is achieved through a certain formulation of rights. 

Deontological ethics suggest that rights are independent from or prior to certain 

visions of morality (Farrelly, 2004). This means that, rights are universal, achieved 

through universal human reasoning. As it was mentioned before one of the prominent 

supporters of deontological ethics, Rawls (1999:28) develops his ideas in his theory 

of “justice as fairness”: 

…in justice as fairness the concept of right is prior to that of the good. A just 

social system defines the scope within which individuals must develop their 

aims, and it provides a framework of rights and opportunities and the means 

of satisfaction within and by the use of which these ends may be equitably 

pursued. The priority of justice is accounted for, in part, by holding that the 

interests requiring the violation of justice have no value. Having no merit in 

the first place, they cannot override its claims.  

This conception of right is dependent on a certain vision of individuals who are 

capable of reasoning universally through situating themselves out of their particular 

circumstances. For Rawls, this kind of reasoning may occur in “original position”, a 

hypothetical situation of equality. In the original position individuals are unaware of 

their social and class positions in the society. They do not know about  
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their possible skills, talents and opportunities. Within this ignorance situation which 

is called as “veil of ignorance”, people decide on the principles of justice. To put it 

another way, people decide upon which kind of a society they would like to live, and 

what justice would be like when people do not know their position in the society but 

are aware that in the end power relations in the access to opportunities and resources 

will not be equal. 

Consequently, in a Rawlsian sense, individuals are capable of transcending their 

particularities and agreeing on the universal principles governing rights and liberties. 

Detachment from experience is necessary in deontological assumptions to reach 

universally valid principles of justice. In fact, communitarians are highly critical on 

this notion i.e. possibility of transcending the self from the social context. 

Accordingly, communitarians attack first of all the notion of free agency of 

individuals inherent in liberal theories of justice. Especially Michael Sandel (2005) 

criticizes severely “the unencumbered self”, i.e. individual autonomy in 

deontological theory of liberal justice. For Sandel, deontology requires certain kind 

of individuals who will thus construct just society. However, this volition should be 

autonomous i.e. independent from the social experience so that particularity and 

contingency is eliminated. To be more precise, deontological subject should elevate 

herself from her conditions. To establish principles of justice detached from 

particular goods, individuals should also be detached from their particularities. But is 

it possible for human beings to transcend themselves from their social contexts? 

Indeed for Sandel (1982:11)  

The vaunted independence of the deontological subject is a liberal illusion. It 

misunderstands the fundamentally ‘social’ nature of man, the fact that we are 

conditioned beings ‘all the way down’. There is no point of exemption, no 

transcendental subject capable of standing outside society or outside 

experience.  

Therefore from a communitarian point of view, self is shaped by the social factors 

and cannot be imagined out of its community context. Even if it is possible to  
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transcend ourselves, it is undesirable from a communitarian point of view because 

people who are rootless will lose their moral visions. At this point Alasdair 

MacIntyre (2007:220) argues that: 

I am someone's son or daughter, someone else's cousin or uncle; I am a 

citizen of this or that city, a member of this or that guild or profession; I 

belong to this clan, that tribe, this nation. Hence what is good for me has to be 

the good for one who inhabits these roles. As such, I inherit from the past of 

my family, my city, my tribe, my nation, a variety of debts, inheritances, 

rightful expectations and obligations. These constitute the given of my life, 

my moral starting point. This is in part what gives my life its own moral 

particularity.  

In that sense the concept of good comes before the concept of right in communitarian 

formulations of justice (Farrelly, 2004). As against this in deontology right is not 

derived from the idea of good and it is not dependent on any conceptions of good. 

Thus, as Sandel (2005) maintains deontological claims of justice allow individuals to 

pursue their own life projects without imposing an end or telos as against teleological 

understandings of justice which derives the concept of right out of the concept of 

good.  

How can the principles of a just society be achieved? For deontological 

considerations individuals whose volition is independent from particular visions of 

good establish the principles. For communitarians on the other hand individuals are 

not capable of transcending themselves; on the contrary they are shaped by the social 

conditions. Individuals gain their moral visions like an inheritance of the 

communities they inhabit and they cannot decontextualize themselves as community 

ties and values are “constitutive identities” (Sandel, 2005) meaning that they form 

the essence of individual identity.  

Obviously, in deontological liberalism, ties with the society including cultural bonds 

are overlooked. Human beings are defined as autonomous agents separating their 

particular moral visions and universal moral law apart. Thus Sandel (2005:163) 

argues that “What is denied to the unencumbered self is the possibility of  
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membership in any community where the self itself could be at stake.” This means 

that no communal attachment can/should overcome individual autonomy. As against 

this for communitarians community has a constitutive power shaping the moral 

visions of individuals. Thus, self cannot be considered without community ties, nor is 

it considered autonomous from social ties. This means that individuals cannot be 

situated out of the social conditions. There is no free agency, no autonomy from 

particular moralities. As a result, human reason cannot transcend itself and will for 

the universal moral law. On the contrary, our reasoning is limited with our 

particularity.  

If human beings are all shaped by their social environment the liberal plea for 

freedom to pursue individual life projects, or liberal individualism becomes 

unnecessary in communitarianism. If there is no free agency to construct the 

principles of justice above all particular conceptions of good then justice should not 

be based on universal human reason but on the shared moral visions from a 

communitarian sense. Consequently, communities become rights holders vis-à-vis 

individuals since communal bonds or shared understandings are seen morally prior to 

the liberal arguments of autonomy and freedom (Kymlicka, 2001). 

Clearly, communitarians criticize ontological priority of individual rights. As 

communities themselves are accepted as moral entities collective rights overwhelm 

liberal individualism in communitarian school of thought. Thus communitarians 

mostly focus on the importance of the collective rights which serve the collective 

goals and interests of the communities. McDonald (1992:135) defines rights holder 

groups as follows: 

For a group to function as a rights-holder, its members must see themselves 

as normatively bound to each other such that each does not act simply for 

herself or himself, but rather each plays her or his part in effectuating the 

shared normative understanding. Shared understandings cover such key 

aspects of group life as membership and decision making rules.  
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Accordingly, collective rights override the individual rights in communitarianism as 

human autonomy is rejected. Precisely, McDonald (1992) argues that every 

community has a shared understanding in the sense of common way of living, 

common goals and interests which are predetermined. Since communal bonds are 

conceptualized as static a community could dominate over the lives of its members. 

As a result, if say under-age or forced marriage is accepted as a shared understanding 

of a given community then it is unnecessary to criticize the tradition even if it is 

illegal in the larger society (this is indeed the shared understanding of another 

community for communitarians). Consequently, communitarians suggest that 

community is the right holder vis-à-vis its members and other communities and their 

shared understandings (McDonald, 1992).  

Contrary to universally shared principles of justice emerged from deontological 

ethics, communitarians allow for the emergence of different standards of justice 

based on the moral visions and shared understandings of communities. This cleavage 

on universal and particular formulations of rights and liberties would have clear 

reflections on multiculturalism discussions. Community membership would emerge 

as a claim for alternative standards of justice in liberal societies starting with 

especially 1980s. And next part of this study will elaborate how culture was added to 

the scene.  

2.3 Initial Stage in Multiculturalism Discussions 

At the initial stage of multiculturalism which from late 1960s to 1990s, liberal states 

started to apply accommodationist policies. These policies include bilingual, 

multicultural education, political representation rights and anti-discrimination in 

public institutions and in workplace. Besides, international law became more 

responsive to the minority rights protection in this period. 
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2.3.1 Understanding Domestic Policies  

Immigration and integration trends in several liberal states will be helpful in 

understanding theoretical responses to multiculturalism. To begin with, United States 

as a country of immigrants opened the doors for non-western incomers i.e. Asians 

and Hispanics with the 1965 Immigration Reform Act (Joppke, 1996; Reimers, 

1983). With the changes in immigration law large numbers of immigrants outside 

Europe entered to the US and in time they outnumbered the European migrants 

(Reimers, 1983).  

The attitude of the US vis-à-vis these minorities was very much shaped according to 

Joppke (1996), by the general political atmosphere of 1960s. As it is well known, 

1960s is marked by the US civil rights movement which aimed at eradicating racial 

segregationist policies with the help of granting universal citizenship rights to all 

members of the society. Civil Rights Act of 1964 denounces any discrimination 

based on race, color and nation. Consequently, when non-Western immigrants came 

to the country minority rights regime was en route. Joppke (1996) mentions that 

although Civil Rights Act was describing a color blind society, affirmative action 

policies created and indeed necessitated group rights politics. To be more precise, 

Civil Rights movement although was targeting specific groups, was based on 

protecting individual rights. However, to establish equality it was deemed necessary 

to eliminate discrimination through affirmative action. Thus positive discrimination 

was necessary to strengthen the voices of the subordinated groups.  

Minority rights can especially be seen in issues like political representation and 

native language education. For instance, since 1975, minority people have been 

given the right to access election ballots in their native languages. And in the 

education field, language rights have become the main target. With 1968 Bilingual 

Education Act, minority children gained the right to access native language 

education. These affirmative action programs include blacks, Indians, Hispanics and 

Asians. (Joppke, 1996) 
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The problem in the US case, according to Joppke, is the difficulty in determining the 

lines of minority identities. He mentions that although Hispanics can be identified 

relatively easier as they share the same language, Asian immigrants constitute a far 

more heterogeneous group. Clearly there is no simple Asian culture that can be 

clearly identified. On the contrary, Asian immigrants differ in their languages, 

customs and traditions. However, it will be clear, in the later parts of this study, that 

Asian Americans are taken as a homogenous entity with their strict and 

unchangeable traditions and customary law. This kind of attitude however victimized 

women and children who are very much vulnerable with respect to the gendered and 

prejudged/stereotyped definitions of the group identity. In cultural defense cases, 

which will be elaborated later, equal protection rights of women and children were 

disregarded in the name of respecting cultural practices.  

Like the US, the northern neighbor Canada also allowed immigration from the non-

Western countries starting with 1960s. In the post-WWII era, Canada was in need of 

labor to sustain its growing economy. To respond to the need, the country started to 

import non-European workers. Integration of the immigrants however created a big 

challenge to the country. Clearly, immigrants could not be part of the mainstream 

society and constituted the ghettoes of Canadian cities. Differentiated treatment 

demands were already in the rise in the form of Quebec nationalism and aboriginal 

rights movement. The response coming from the government was the adoption of a 

policy that would not discriminate people based on their ethnic, religious and cultural 

origins, that would respect diversity and that would assist different cultural groups to 

integrate to the society without assimilating them, i.e. multiculturalism. (Kymlicka, 

2003; Ongley& Pearson, 1995) 

Multiculturalism was first applied officially in Canada. In the early 1970s, Canadian 

multiculturalism policy was set and it gained a constitutional basis with the 

Constitutional Act of 1982 (Bhabha, 2008). Later the Canadian Multiculturalism Act  
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which was ratified in 1988 emerged as a crucial attempt of official recognition of 

multiculturalism. The Act stated the following: 

the Government of Canada recognizes the diversity of Canadians as regards 

race, national or ethnic origin, colour and religion as a fundamental 

characteristic of Canadian society and is committed to a policy of 

multiculturalism designed to preserve and enhance the multicultural heritage 

of Canadians while working to achieve the equality of all Canadians in the 

economic, social, cultural and political life of Canada. (Canadian 

Multiculturalism Act, 1985).  

This means that multiculturalism is adopted as a novel policy towards the cultural 

diversity of the country. As a result different cultures have become equally important 

in the formulation of the Canadian identity, at least officially it is accepted so. With 

the problems concerning minorities like Quebec, aboriginals and non-western 

immigrants, Canada decided to adopt a new policy in the second half of the 20
th

 

century. Most of the Canadian multiculturalism policy covers the anti-racism and 

non-discrimination of the minorities to provide full integration to the mainstream 

society (Kymlicka, 1995). Furthermore, cultural survival of the distinct groups has 

been governmentally supported and founded (Canadian Multiculturalism Act, 1985).  

As a result, it can be argued that Canada changed its definition of citizenship and 

redefined its boundaries of inclusion. Legally, it has been provided that every 

cultural group contributes to the flourishing of the society as a whole. In that sense, 

cultural pluralism is accepted as an asset of the country which should be preserved. 

However, like the US, Canada also faces difficulties in adopting group rights because 

of the inherent difficulty of defining cultural groups. Indeed determination of group 

rights and limits of differentiated treatment associated with particular groups prove 

problematic. Cultural defense and sharia court discussions are the clear examples of 

this difficulty which will be elaborated later in this chapter.  

When moving across transatlantic it can be seen that multiculturalism emerged as a 

policy option for the European countries as well. Labor needs of the industrialized 

economies started as early as 1950s. United Kingdom is in that sense among the first 
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countries importing foreign labor and following Britain other European countries 

opened their borders for non-Western immigration.  

In a general sense, it can be observed that immigration in the post-war era was 

unregulated for some time. However, after a certain point of time, as a result of the 

social, political and economic concerns, immigration was tried to be curbed. What is 

more, as immigrants were usually regarded as guests who would ultimately return to 

their home countries, integration was not deemed necessary for a long period 

(Geddes, 2003). And when states applied policies of integration they faced rising 

xenophobia and extreme nationalism in domestic politics. In that sense looking at 

specific cases can be helpful to understand the general trends.  

In France, for instance, labor shortages in the post-1945 era necessitated immigrant 

labor force. Geddes (2003) mentions that there was a debate in France between 

demographers and economists concerning migration. Although the former argued 

that families with capacity to integrate should be imported, the latter argued that 

individual laborers should migrate to feed the needs of the market. At the end of the 

day, the winning side was the economists and an unregulated immigration flow 

started in France. Geddes mentions that until 1970s, there was almost no government 

regulation on migration. Private companies were signing agreements in accordance 

with their needs. In 1974, legal immigration came to an end but family unifications 

and illegal migration continued. Government even tried to restrict family 

immigration which was rejected by the Council of State in 1978 because of the 

indivisible right to have a family life. (Geddes, 2003) 

Likewise, Germany signed first labor agreements with Italy, Spain and Greece 

starting with 1950s but these were not enough to satisfy the needs. Consequently, 

non-European labor force was demanded by the country. Netherlands and Sweden 

are relatively late in their importations but still an immigration flow can be observed 

especially in 1970s. (Odmalm, 2005) 
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Britain is a different case when compared to the continental multicultural liberal 

societies. 1948 British Nationality Act allowed subjects of the crown to move freely 

to Britain and entitled the immigrants with the same citizenship rights. Consequently,  

Britain emerged as a country where free immigration policy was adopted. This policy 

was changed in 1962 with the Commonwealth Immigrants Act. With this law 

immigration from the independent Commonwealth countries was curbed to a great 

extent. However starting with 1963 family migration continued as immigrants 

became permanent settlers. (Geddes, 2003; Odmalm, 2005) 

Integration polies in continental Europe started with 1980s, almost two decades after 

Britain’s commitment on multiculturalism. According to Geddes (2003) British 

policies on integration mainly cover antidiscrimination laws adopted in 1965, 1968 

and 1976. As against this, discrimination and racism continued in the island which is 

sustained by the xenophobic and anti-immigration discourse of the Conservatives. 

For instance it was aimed at curbing family reunification which mostly targeted 

women. It was believed that women are generally dependent on their husbands and 

immigrate because of family unification. Consequently, family migration regulations 

attempted at annulling the rights of the immigrant women to bring their families to 

UK. This decision was found discriminatory and European Court of Human Rights 

reversed it in mid-1980s (Kofman, 1999).  

Geddes (2003) argues that in France agenda to integrate immigrants started with 

Mitterrand government in 1981 but lasted too short. In 1986 Chirac government 

withdrew the regulations done in the earlier years like residency rights and amnesties 

for illegal immigrants. Social rights of the illegal foreigners were cut together with 

stricter rules on migration. Consequently right to difference as Mitterrand once 

declared was short-lived in France.  

Clearly, definition of Frenchness and requirements for membership to the French 

community emerged as great challenges. France as a result of the anxiety of losing  
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French republican identity gave up accommodating immigrants and turn onto making 

them French. One reflection of this is the recent debate on educating imams for the 

realization of French Islam which respects human rights and republican values 

(Geddes, 2003). The vision of ideal Frenchness and its imposition on immigrants can 

especially be seen in the affair du foulard which still dominates the agenda 

concerning Muslim minorities. Consequently this case will be elaborated in the next 

part under multicultural encounters.  

In the early 1970s, Germany also aimed at restricting immigration because of 

economic reasons. Again with the help of family reunification immigration increased 

in the country. Restrictions on immigration are not only about border controls. 

Besides, states tried to cut social economic and political rights of the immigrants like 

difficulties in acquiring long term residency, and health care. In this process courts 

guarded constitutional rights of the immigrants vis-à-vis the anti-immigration 

policies of the government. Like France constitutional court of Germany also ruled 

against restrictions on family reunification in late 1970s for instance. (Odmalm, 

2005; Geddes, 2003) 

Although immigration was curbed to a great extent, Germany was late in integrating 

the “permanent guest workers” according to Geddes (2003). Indeed Germany 

believed that workers would ultimately return back, which did not happen. 

Consequently only starting with 1990s and 2000s commitment towards integration 

can be seen. Naturalizations for instance increased to a considerable extent in 1990s. 

As against certain efforts, discrimination against immigrants still continues in the 

country. One of the examples of this is the recent anti-veiling regulations in federal 

states which only target Muslim women. 

In Netherlands however integration was on the agenda as early as 1980s. Ethnic 

minority policy was adopted for the inclusion of the immigrants to the mainstream 

society. Antidiscrimination discourse was strengthened with political rights of  
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minorities like representation together with educational and occupational assistance 

and social care mechanisms. (Geddes, 2003) 

2.3.2 Understanding Developments in International Law 

The legal reflections of politics of cultural difference can especially be seen in the 

evolution of the international human rights law. As it is well known the issue of  

minority rights was initially neglected within the human rights regime of post-WWII 

period. International law scholars almost agree upon the issue that there is no 

reference to minority rights in the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

Indeed there was a Sub-Commission, of the UN Commission on Human Rights 

concerning the minority rights protection. The Sub-Commission on Prevention of 

Discrimination and Protection of Minorities presented its view to incorporate 

minority rights to the declaration as early as 1947 which was however rejected. 

(Hilpold, 2007; Kymlicka, 2007)   

The only reference, if any, about multiculturalism and group rights can be depicted 

from the Article 27 of the Declaration which states that “Everyone has the right 

freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to 

share in scientific advancement and its benefits.” (The Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, 1948). This rather thin conception of cultural rights however 

developed within decades by other international legal documents. For instance, 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which came into force in 1976 

states in the Article 27 that 

In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, 

persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in 

community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, 

to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language. 

(International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 1966) 

Later, in 1992 Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, 

Religious and Linguistic Minorities was adopted which is a clear sign of minority  
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protection by international law. The declaration aims at protecting minority 

identities. In Article 1.1 it is stated that “States shall protect the existence and the 

national or ethnic, cultural, religious and linguistic identity of minorities within their 

respective territories and shall encourage conditions for the promotion of that 

identity.” (Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, 

Religious and Linguistic Minorities, 1992) 

Declaration mainly focuses on anti-discrimination and equal participation of minority 

groups within the mainstream societies. It grants rights to communities to preserve 

their cultural, religious and linguistic particularities. In that sense, it both guarantees 

equality between majority and minority groups and equal citizenship rights. For 

instance in the Article 2 it is declared that   

1. Persons belonging to national or ethnic, religious and linguistic minorities 

(hereinafter referred to as persons belonging to minorities) have the right to 

enjoy their own culture, to profess and practi[c]e their own religion, and to 

use their own language, in private and in public, freely and without 

interference or any form of discrimination. 

2. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to participate effectively in 

cultural, religious, social, economic and public life. 

3. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to participate effectively in 

decisions on the national and, where appropriate, regional level concerning 

the minority to which they belong or the regions in which they live, in a 

manner not incompatible with national legislation. 

4. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to establish and maintain 

their own associations. 

5. Persons belonging to minorities have the right to establish and maintain, 

without any discrimination, free and peaceful contacts with other members of 

their group and with persons belonging to other minorities, as well as contacts 

across frontiers with citizens of other States to whom they are related by 

national or ethnic, religious or linguistic ties. (Declaration on the Rights of 

Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, 

1992) 

 

The only limit to the practice of minority rights is defined as universal human rights. 

In that respect Article 8.2 states that “The exercise of the rights set forth in the 

present Declaration shall not prejudice the enjoyment by all persons of universally  
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recognized human rights and fundamental freedoms.” (Declaration on the Rights of 

Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities, 1992) 

This declaration provided the framework for minority rights protection under 

international law. However, it should be kept in mind that still domestic responses 

and applications may change to a great extent. Anti-discrimination rhetoric is not 

sufficient to eliminate discriminatory practices against minorities. This declaration 

does not provide a special status for minority populations, but rather ask states not to 

exclude them. In that sense, minority rights protection still lacks an enforcement 

mechanism.  

As it can be depicted, rights of the minorities are still accepted as part of human 

rights, consequently, human rights mechanisms are sought in case of violations. 

European Court of Human Rights for instance is often addressed concerning the 

issues like freedom of religion.  As a result even though minority rights protection 

has gained importance recently; it is still accepted under human rights regime. This 

situation challenges some theories of multiculturalism that are rooted from 

communitarianism, which will be discussed later. As it was mentioned before, 

communitarians believe that different standards of justice should apply so that the 

survival of different community values can be provided. Contrary to this 

international law prioritizes the universally granted indivisible rights of individuals. 

Likewise in a rather recent document, Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity 

adopted by UNESCO in 2001, it is also stated that  

The defense of cultural diversity is an ethical imperative, inseparable from 

respect for human dignity. It implies a commitment to human rights and 

fundamental freedoms, in particular the rights of persons belonging to 

minorities and those of indigenous peoples. No one may invoke cultural 

diversity to infringe upon human rights guaranteed by international law, nor 

to limit their scope. (Article 4) 

 

As a result, although rights of minority groups remain on the agenda of international 

law, they are still accepted as part of human rights law. This means that practices that  
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violate human dignity are not supported by the Declarations cited above. 

International minority rights protection does not allow communities to violate human 

rights. However, there are severe problems in enforcement. Clearly, domestic 

regulations are not monitored. Consequently states in some cases may allow severe 

human rights violations under the pretext of respecting minority rights. For instance, 

in a cultural defense case in Canada which will be elaborated in the second chapter, 

gang rape was not accepted as a crime because of cultural motives. Thus, in 

respecting a minority value, human dignity was disregarded despite international 

human rights law. As a result, even though tradition is not allowed to supersede 

human rights according to international law; in multiculturalist accommodations, 

some states have failed to protect fundamental rights of individuals.   

Still it is clear that rights of minority groups entered into international legal 

documents in late 20
th

 century. This shows that international context has also become 

supportive for states to adopt multiculturalism. In addition, it was shown that states 

were already en route of multiculturalist accommodations in 1970s and 1980s. As 

against this, meaningful discussions could only start in late 1980s.  

2.4  First Wave Multiculturalism 

Starting from the late 20
th

 century we entered into an age of “politics of recognition” 

(Taylor, 1994). Importance of identity has gained a political ground and public 

spheres of the liberal democracies have experienced demands of recognition of 

difference. Indeed it is quite difficult to unite every movement of 

recognition/difference under a single title. Feminism, rights of the homosexuals and 

trans-genders, indigenous rights, ethno-national crisis and immigrant uprisings are all 

variants of the politics of difference (Taylor, 1994). And multiculturalism in this 

sense has become one of the most popular derivations of this new wave dominating 

both academic and non-academic debates (Young, 2007).  
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It is not coincidental that from the 1980s onwards liberal conceptualizations, of self, 

of culture and of equality have faced great challenges philosophically on the one 

hand and in the form of a political struggle on the other. Basically it can be argued 

that multiculturalism has emerged as the assertion of cultural particularity against the 

universalist agenda of liberal politics. It signifies that particularity not only matters in 

private life it also does so in the public sphere. It argues that ignoring cultural 

difference results in oppression and inequality in the public life. Consequently, 

formal equalities granted under the title of undifferentiated citizenship are not 

sufficient to provide justice in society. Rather than being blind to difference, it is 

demanded that states should recognize and accommodate diversity. The first reason 

of this plea is that individuals are culturally embedded and the second is that liberal 

neutrality is a false argument, meaning that institutions of the public space are very 

much shaped by the dominant cultural traditions like language, family law and 

religion. Therefore to the question asked by Habermas (1995:849) “Should citizens' 

identities as members of ethnic, cultural, or religious groups publicly matter … [?]” 

multiculturalist answer is, ‘yes’.  

This means that multiculturalism suggests first that cultural difference is a public 

matter and inequalities resulting from cultural membership should be eliminated. In 

that sense, collective rights should be considered as an inevitable aspect of a just 

society which necessitates legal and institutional changes including citizenship. All 

of these points explained in a nutshell will be explored in the coming parts but it 

should be kept in mind that these demands are mostly put forward against liberalism. 

Still it is highly disputable to what extent multiculturalism and liberalism are 

inconsistent. Although some scholars argue that liberalism can accommodate 

diversity others advocate the opposite. Indeed these are the initial aspects of the 

multiculturalism discussions. And this section will try to give a comprehensive 

account of the theoretical developments until late 1990s which can be called as the 

first wave.  
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2.4.1 Assertion of Culture and Collective Rights  

With politics of multiculturalism cultural diversity has gained an important position 

in the public policies of different states around the world. According to Young 

(2007:80) politics of cultural difference “…emphasizes the value of cultural 

distinctness to individuals, as against a liberal individualism for which culture is 

accidental to the self or something adopted voluntarily”. But what is the value of 

cultural membership as a public matter? 

As it was mentioned earlier, legal and institutional designs of the western liberal 

states are based on a certain conception of the individual. Undifferentiated 

citizenship for instance is the reflection of self which is imagined as free and 

autonomous, who thereby requires equal treatment. The notion that individuals can 

detach themselves out of their particularities including familial, cultural and other 

communal bonds is against the multiculturalist plea for the inescapability of the 

cultural context. At this point Parekh (2000:3) argues that: 

Unlike differences that spring from individual choices, culturally derived 

differences carry a measure of authority and are patterned and structured by 

virtue of being embedded in a shared and historically inherited system of 

meaning and significance.   

Thus multiculturalists argue that cultural context is inevitable; besides cultural 

membership is quite valuable in the lives of the individuals. For instance Kymlicka 

(1995:105) argues that “Cultural membership provides us with an intelligible context 

of choice, and a secure sense of identity and belonging, that we call upon in 

confronting questions about personal values and projects.” Thus culture emerges as 

an inescapable aspect of our identities. It provides a meaning and value to our lives. 

What is more, culture becomes a guideline, a standard for individuals without which 

we cannot understand the outside world.  
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Indeed for Benhabib (2002:1, emphasis in the original):  

Culture has become a ubiquitous synonym for identity, an identity marker and 

differentiator. Of course, culture has always been the mark of social 

distinction. What is novel is that groups now forming around such identity 

markers demand legal recognition and resource allocations from the state and 

agencies to preserve and protect their cultural specificities. Identity politics 

draws the state into culture wars.  

This identity formation for multiculturalists is not controlled by ourselves but is 

related with the outside factors. For instance, Taylor (1994) argues that identity 

formation is a dialogical process. He mentions that “We define our identity always in 

dialogue with, sometimes in struggle against, the things our significant others want to 

see in us.” (1994:32-33). The significant other may include family, communal groups 

or the society in general. As a result identity is shaped in relation with the outside 

world; we do not have a full control over it. At this point Taylor (1994:25) suggests 

that: 

…our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often by the 

misrecognition of others, and so a person or group of people can suffer real 

damage, real distortion, if the people or society around them mirror back to 

them a confining or demeaning or contemptible picture of themselves. 

Nonrecognition or misrecognition can inflict harm, can be a form of 

oppression, imprisoning someone in a false, distorted and reduced form of 

being.  

Likewise Raz argues that “an important condition of identification with a political 

society is that that society respects its members. To respect them it has to respect 

their cultures, their religions etc.” (cited from Raz, 1998:204). Consequently he 

stresses that in order to include minorities to the mainstream society cultural 

difference should be accommodated. Attachment of minorities to the political 

communities they inhabit can be achieved only when they find their cultures as part 

of the mainstream society. To be more precise, without cultural accommodation 

inclusion cannot be sustained. 
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In a nutshell, from a multiculturalist perspective we cannot control our identity 

formation process and cannot easily change our identities. Identity on the contrary is 

very much shaped by the recognition or misrecognition of the people we encounter in 

the outside world. If our distinctness is recognized and respected we can live a 

coherent life; if not, this will result in resentment and social discontent and exclusion. 

Politics of cultural difference in this sense has emerged as a way of struggle to be 

recognized (Taylor, 1994).   

For multiculturalists liberalism has failed to provide a secure environment for 

minority cultures to survive and flourish. Minorities have always faced a threat of 

assimilation under the state neutrality principle. As it was mentioned before, liberal 

state is imagined to be a neutral body for the achievement of non-discrimination.  

Liberal public sphere in this sense can be defined as a place blind to differences. It is 

recognized that people differ in their particular conceptions of good, interests and 

backgrounds however in their relations with state they are equals. State institutions 

should not treat citizens based on their private differences which will lead to arbitrary 

and discriminatory policies. Thus equality between individuals is provided through 

ignoring difference in the public realm. Formal equality as a normative stance of 

liberalism hence finds an institutional basis with state neutrality. Therefore, in order 

not to discriminate individuals or groups, liberal state is imagined to be blind to 

difference. At this point Habermas (1995:849-850) argues that 

Liberalism is supposed to advocate a state which is blind to skin color and 

other differences. It grants everybody equal rights for the free pursuit of her 

own life project. It grants equal chances to everybody for the development of 

personal identities, independently of the kind of persons they are and their 

relation to collective identities.  

As a result “social justice means ignoring gender, racial or sexual differences among 

people” (Young, 2007:79). This liberal tenet however is found quite problematic. 

Clearly, it is argued that social institutions are shaped in accordance with the  
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practices of the dominant culture thus state is not neutral. Determination of official 

languages, or holidays can be good illustrations of the situation. For Young 

(2007:80) “Most modern societies contain multiple cultural groups some of which 

unjustly dominate the state or other important social institutions, thus inhibiting the 

ability of minority cultures to live fully meaningful lives in their own terms.”  

Likewise for Carens (2000:260), “…there is no such thing as applied liberalism, pure 

and simple. Every institution is thickly embedded in some particular cultural context 

with its own language, traditions of discourse, norms of behavior, patterns of 

recruitment and so on.” Since there is no neutral position not embedded with culture, 

every cultural group should be provided with rights to survive within a larger society. 

Thus collective rights have become an inevitable aspect of multiculturalist policies. 

Collective rights for multiculturalists will result in creating justice between the 

mainstream society and the minority cultural groups.  

Therefore, from a legal-institutional consideration liberal state is not culturally 

neutral as it is supposed to be. Consequently, formal equalities ignore the unequal 

power relations between majority and minority cultures. Social institutions have been 

designed in accordance with the traditions of the majority culture which creates 

difficulties in the inclusion of the minorities with different social norms. Polygamy 

for instance can be a good illustration of this point. Clearly, monogamy is accepted 

as the only valid form of marriage in most of the western countries. As against this 

especially immigrants from the Islamic countries mostly demand to continue with 

their practice of polygamy which is argued to be a widespread tradition in their 

homelands. When France allowed immigrants to practice polygamy legally in 1980s 

for instance, it has resulted in severe discussions concerning the gender equality in 

the country (Okin, 1999:9). Later French state prohibited polygamy but the 

discussions still continue to what extent a liberal state can be neutral vis a vis non-

western customs and traditions.  
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2.4.2 Theoretical and Institutional Designs of First Wave Discussions  

There are indeed quite many theoretical discussions about multiculturalism. And this 

part aims at providing a coherent understanding of the scholarly debates in the first 

wave literature. In the initial part of the theoretical discussions citizenship and 

collective rights have been discussed. The main challenge is on liberalism’s role in 

the adoption of collective rights. Thus, there are two main approaches: those who 

support communitarian standards and those who argue for liberal multiculturalism.  

To begin with, Bhikhu Parekh (2000) argues that multicultural societies do not share 

a common conception of good; rather each community differs in its understanding of 

good life. Indeed he mentions that liberal individualism is only one among the 

visions of good life, contrary to its universal appeal. Thus Parekh embraces the 

communitarian plea concerning the particularity and contextual nature of justice.  

Consequently rather than appealing to universal principles of justice he respects the 

presence of different standards. Hence, it can be depicted that like communitarians, 

Parekh derives the concept of right from the concept of good. Since there is no 

universally valid law to judge the community morality and customary law we should 

recognize alternative standards of justice. 

Parekh maintains that multicultural societies are places where daily encounters 

among the members of different cultural groups take place. Consequently, he argues 

that conflicts and problems may occur between communities. To overcome problems 

Parekh suggests intercultural dialogue. He argues that the best way of organizing a 

culturally diverse society is multiculturalism based on dialogue between different 

cultures. Like the early communitarians, Parekh argues that individuals are culturally 

embedded. However, he also maintains that every cultural group has a limited vision 

of good life, and dialogue should govern both intergroup and in-group relations. This 

means that being culturally embedded does not require being under the domination 

of a culture but rather cultural practices should be open to discussion. 
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What Parekh means is that the fact of multiculturalism is not a threat to the wellbeing 

of societies. On the contrary, diversity itself is beneficial for human beings to 

become conscious about their particularity embedded in their cultures. Interaction 

with others shows how good life can be conceived in different ways. At this point, 

awareness of particularity is a very important idea that should be analyzed. The main 

argument of this stance is that when each group understands that their conceptions of 

good life or their shared understanding is limited they give up from their stringent 

universalist claims. As a result, dialogue between different groups including 

fundamentalists should be maintained so that common principles to organize a 

multicultural society can be achieved. 

Unlike a total relativist standpoint, it is argued that not every culture deserves equal 

respect; on the other hand there are some cultural practices that cannot be acceptable. 

At this point Parekh argues that when rigidness of certain cultural positions is 

curbed, common principles of justice that will govern the society can be discussed. 

Consequently he argues that open and fair discussion is the ideal way of managing 

multiculturalism. What is more he makes clear that his perception of good society 

transcends the liberal society. Precisely, he champions basic “thin” universal values 

of liberalism including freedom of speech and tolerance but a good multicultural 

society should also be based on other principles like the value of cultural 

membership which transcend liberalism. 

“They [multicultural societies] need to find ways of reconciling the legitimate 

demands of unity and diversity, achieving political unity without cultural 

uniformity, being inclusive without being assimilationist, cultivating among 

their citizens a common sense of belonging while respecting their legitimate 

cultural differences, and cherishing plural cultural identities without 

weakening the shared and precious identity of shared citizenship.” (2000:343) 

But Parekh does not specify how to achieve this ideal multicultural society. Precisely 

he does not mention the details of communicative methods which will lead us to 

understand each other. What kind of a dialogue does he mention? How will people 

participate in public discussions? As against these questions, Parekh finds it  
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sufficient to mention that dialogue should be free and open. For him every society 

has its own dynamics and should find its own way. There can be no theorization of 

multiculturalism because it is context-dependent and open to change. 

These assumptions however render his analysis quite naïve. Indeed there are serious 

problems in multicultural encounters which need to be addressed. His ideas are more 

often in the form of statement of good will. Parekh believes that dialogue can curb 

even conservative and fundamentalist positions, but the dialogue should not be 

clarified so that no grand theory is imposed on societies. Consequently, Parekh 

hesitates to adhere to universal norms; rather he suggests that every vision that 

claims to be universal is limited, i.e. particular in itself.  

Flight from universalism however, results in ignoring the problematic applications of 

multiculturalism which enforces biased and discriminated readings of identity. 

Parekh rightly argues that there is a constant clash of identity formations in 

multicultural societies. Encountering with the outside world creates an environment 

to redefine our identities. But the problem begins here. Communities resist changing 

their shared understandings which often discriminate and or stigmatize women and 

children. Multicultural encounters resulted in “culture wars” as Benhabib (2001:1) 

puts the term; it has not created a peaceful environment where people exchange their 

visions of good life. And in this war each community has become more stringent in 

their definitions of identity and boundaries of inclusion.  

Under this communitarian plea of group rights liberal states have become more 

exclusionary in their membership categories, a recent example of which is 

Netherland’s denunciation of multiculturalism. As a response to the claims of 

communities Dutch nationalism has increased quite dramatically recently, which was 

also reflected in the Integration Bill of 2012. For Parekh these would only be extreme 

cases. Unfortunately we have lately entered in a stage in multiculturalism where 

extremism takes place both in minority communities and liberal institutions of the  
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majority communities. This cultural war however has created its own victims who 

are women and children most of the time.  

As against this Parekh turns a blind eye to the vulnerabilities of some group members 

vis-à-vis the politics of multiculturalism. For him, it is quite difficult to judge a 

culture which is alien to us. A tradition can be very inhumane for our culture like 

female genital mutilation but it has a value somewhere in the world. Therefore, for 

him setting universal standards on societies can only be imposition of a certain vision 

of life. But why a certain vision of life or a certain practice should be imposed on 

children? Why communities should have these rights? Why should we prioritize the 

rights of the communities vis-à-vis the weakest members of the groups rather than 

condemning the victimization of children in the name of tradition? Clearly Parekh 

fails in responding these questions in his analysis of multiculturalism. 

It can be argued like Parekh, Walzer (1999) represents a communitarian point of 

view, arguing that there can be no universal principles that are valid in all contexts 

for all societies. He maintains that peaceful coexistence or toleration can have 

different forms in different communities. As a result it is necessary to understand that 

the ideal political organization is relative to the different shared understandings of 

the communities. At this point Walzer argues that promotion of basic human rights is 

sufficient as the common principle of the multicultural societies. In that sense like 

Parekh Walzer suggests limited universal values which would bind the society and 

which may have varied versions in different context. Therefore, for Walzer, to keep 

the society together it is necessary to establish certain common principles like 

peaceful cohabitation. He argues that unless basic human rights principles like right 

to life are eliminated every multicultural society should be free to define its common 

principles according to its own dynamics.  

But can mere adherence to peaceful coexistence bring about justice in the society? Or 

is justice about allowing every community to set their particular standards of justice 

based on their shared understandings? If so, we should be ignorant about in-group  
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inequalities and discrimination. We should not mention about the rights of women 

and children if communities are living peacefully. Again like Parekh, Walzer fails in 

analyzing group inequalities which are fostered with the help of ill-defined group 

rights categories.    

Consequently, without specifying the boundaries of toleration group rights can only 

lead victimization of weakest group members. When multiculturalism first appeared 

it was a direct challenge against the liberal universalism. However at this point it 

should be asked: does liberalism necessarily exclude difference in public sphere? Or 

to put another way: is it possible to reconcile multiculturalism with liberalism? For 

Will Kymlicka the answer is yes, an argument needs a close analysis. 

It can be argued that the relation between multiculturalism and liberalism has been 

ameliorated in the past decades to some extent. Precisely, liberal multiculturalism has 

emerged as a new approach in the analysis of cultural multiplicity starting with 

1990s. Basically it is argued by the liberal culturalists that there is not necessarily a 

clash between multicultural politics and liberalism. On the contrary it is claimed that 

liberalism provides the ideal context to apply politics of cultural difference. As such 

what is called as the liberal cultural position has emerged as a new response to the 

challenge of cultural diversity. (Kymlicka, 2001) 

To begin with, Kymlicka (2001) argues that the initial debate between liberals and 

communitarians concerning the rights of the communities was based on false 

assumptions concerning liberalism. To be more precise, Kymlicka argues that 

liberalism does not necessarily exclude minority rights as it was suggested. On the 

contrary he suggests that a liberal state can treat its citizens differently based on their 

differentiated needs and demands. As such group differentiated policies are totally 

consistent with the liberal position, he claims.  

For Kymlicka, liberalism becomes inconsistent with multiculturalism when we 

conceptualize collective rights in a wrong manner. At this point he suggests that  
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liberalism- communitarianism dispute was based on an inaccurate conceptualization 

of the group rights. First of all Kymlicka argues that collective rights is a vague term 

meaning that it includes a series of rights claims which are too broad to be collected 

under a single title. The right holder may be both individuals and communities and 

determining the boundary is quite complex as Kymlicka argues.  

Precisely although in the first wave literature individual rights and collective rights 

are accepted as mutually exclusive categories, Kymlicka’s theorization of rights 

suggests that there are no clear lines of demarcation between group and individual 

rights. Kymlicka’s border breach in the theories of justice would be largely criticized 

by both liberal and communitarian sides. However, Kymlicka’s aim at reconciling 

universalism with particularism remained as prominent attempt in the 

multiculturalism discussions. 

It should be kept in mind that still liberal multiculturalism model of Kymlicka 

supports the priority of basic universal rights of individuals vis a vis the community 

in case of dispute. This means that group rights that are accepted in liberal societies 

should not envisage the oppression of the individuals by the community but are 

established on the idea of bringing justice among the different groups and of 

including and accommodating minority groups to the society. Indeed much of the 

criticism towards liberal multiculturalism attacks the supremacy of universal rights 

over collective claims. Communitarians like Parekh argue that taking liberal 

universalism for granted is against the premises of multiculturalism which rejects the 

imposition of liberal principles upon communities.  

Still, Kymlicka (1995) argues that liberalism and multiculturalism can be reconciled. 

He mentions that collective rights should be divided into two to develop a better 

understanding. First of all there is what he calls “internal restrictions” which are 

designed to restrict the basic liberties of the members to provide “group solidarity” 

which however can easily turn into individual oppression. Second claim is about 

“external protection” which aims at protecting the group from the intervention of the  
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majority culture. At this point he argues that the rights claims that are not aiming at 

limiting the basic liberties of the individuals as in the second one, are not inconsistent 

with liberalism. 

Consequently, Kymlicka argues that differentiated citizenship model can be the best 

way of accommodating cultural groups in liberal societies. Thus different individuals 

will face different treatment by the state in accordance with the needs resulting from 

group membership. To clarify differentiated treatment Kymlicka suggests that there 

are mainly two minority groups which are national minorities and ethnic groups. By 

national minorities he means groups that were independent in the past but were 

included into the society during the nation-state formation. Since these groups were 

self-governing bodies historically they demand to remain so. On the other hand, 

poly-ethnicism emerges due to massive migration of individuals and families. These 

ethnic groups according to Kymlica desire to be part of the society in which they 

live, meaning that they do not claim autonomy or self-government unlike the first 

group.  

Until multiculturalism entered the scene, both domestic and international law 

protected the rights of minorities through universal individual rights. This means that 

protecting undifferentiated civil, economic and political rights of individuals are 

sufficient to respond the demands of inclusion. However, Kymlicka argues that 

group differentiated rights have become a must as difference has become a public 

issue. At this point he specifies three different rights demands for the accommodation 

of different cultures namely self-government rights of the national minorities, poly-

ethnic rights of ethnic and religious groups and special representation rights of both 

national and ethnic groups.  

Kymlicka argues that self-governing rights are designed to ensure autonomous 

position of the minority nations and poly-ethnic rights are demanded against 

assimilationist policies of the states. Since this thesis do not analyze national 

minorities it is better to understand the rights claims of the ethnic groups as  
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Kymlicka names. When considering the rights claims of the immigrants first of all, 

there are demands to participate or to be included in the public life without the fear 

of showing their different and particular identities. As such Kymlicka argues, anti-

discrimination and anti-racism are two of the important aims of the multicultural 

policies of liberal states. Secondly, public funds can be demanded to support the 

survival aims of the cultural groups like language. And thirdly, legal exemptions can 

be demanded which is for Kymlica the most problematic rights demand like using 

religious symbols in the public sphere. However, still he argues that demands of 

recognition are demands for inclusion to the host society. This means that groups do 

not want to be separated from the rest of the community because of their cultural 

practices. But the institutions of the society they live in can be adopted or changed so 

that these group members can participate. 

However, according to Young (1997) Kymlicka’s conceptualization of minority 

groups and ethnic groups is insufficient in the analysis of multicultural societies. 

First of all, there are many other minority groups that cannot be categorized under 

the distinction made by Kymlicka like African Americans and refugees. As a result 

she argues that it is better to conceptualize the groups in a more pluralistic way. 

Likewise, Raz (1998) argues that the terms minority and majority are themselves 

problematic in analyzing multiculturalism. Precisely, he means that nationalism has 

replaced the culturally plural societies with an idea of common, unitary and 

homogenous society based on a national culture. As a result he argues that with the 

nationalist principle minority and majority cultural groups have occurred. At this 

point he claims that multiculturalism should be seen as a “renewed sensitivity” to the 

fact of cultural pluralism in the societies. With the help of this sensitivity people 

understand both the reality of cultural differences and how contingent are the 

emergence of minority and majority cultures. 

Likewise for Bauböck (1996:228-237) Kymlicka’s understanding of minority rights 

is insufficient to conceptualize the rights of the immigrant minority groups.  
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Bauböck’s liberal multiculturalist positions rather suggests eight different rights for 

the minority groups including “the right to equality”, “individual negative liberties”, 

“individual protection from discrimination”, “rights to public resources for cultural 

reproduction”, “collective protection from discrimination”, “special political 

representation”, “collective autonomy” and “the right to secession”.  

For Bauböck, the first six rights claims are more relevant to the contexts of 

immigrant minorities. Clearly, he argues that immigrants should be provided equal 

citizenship status or non-citizen minorities should be protected with fundamental 

human rights principles. Indeed this approach has been applied by many liberal states 

in their integration programs. For instance when integration entered into the agenda 

of Germany in 1990s, naturalization of the immigrants emerged as the main policy. 

What is more, Bauböck suggests that negative liberties including freedom of speech 

and worship should be provided by the liberal states like they are provided to the 

members of the mainstream society. He maintains that access to the public resources 

may be problematic because of the problems in scarcity. On the other hand 

affirmative actions should be developed to avoid xenophobia and discrimination vis-

à-vis collectivities and individuals. In addition like Kymlicka he mentions that 

special representation rights should be provided to the members of the minority 

cultures as they are usually unrepresented in public institutions. However Bauböck 

mentions that right claims for autonomy and secession do not apply for the 

immigrants of the western world. Precisely he argues that: 

With good reasons they [ethnic minorities] may try to change these [host 

society’s] institutions so that they adequately reflect the transnational context 

which shapes the immigrant experience, and they ought to be granted cultural 

minority rights which publicly acknowledge the transformation of the 

receiving society into a multicultural one. But they generally do not transform 

the political community into a federation of polities, and they can only at their 

own peril ask for such collective rights which undermine their membership as 

equal citizens in the common polity. (1996:247) 
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Consequently for Bauböck it is necessary to grant full citizenship and rights 

associated with it. To reverse discrimination like non-representation of minorities, 

affirmative action should be implemented for him as in the case of United States. 

According to the Voting Rights Act ballots are also prepared in minority languages 

starting with 1975 amendment (Joppke, 1996). Four different minority groups have 

been targeted with the law namely Asian, Hispanic, Native American and Alaskan 

Native people (The United States Department of Justice, 2013) 

Section 203 of the act clarifies that: 

Whenever any State or political subdivision [covered by the section] provides 

registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, assistance, or other 

materials or information relating to the electoral process, including ballots, it 

shall provide them in the language of the applicable minority group as well as 

in the English language. (cited from The United States Department of Justice, 

2013:para.3) 

Although some of the measures like the one mentioned above have been applied by 

the liberal states, still liberal multiculturalism has not eliminated the emergence of 

problematic cases. Clearly liberal multiculturalists could not foresee the autonomy 

claims of immigrant populations. Indeed rigid definitions of group identity and 

communitarian solidarity have resulted in self-governance rights as in the recent case 

of Sharia courts. Immigrants in some cases do not want to be included to the 

mainstream society; rather they aim at governing their own affairs in accordance 

with their own shared understandings. The claims for autonomy challenge liberal 

multiculturalists to a great extent as they formulized the rights of the immigrants as 

inclusion not separation.   

What is more, liberal multiculturalists failed to anticipate that xenophobia and 

discrimination may still continue in liberal societies. Indeed extreme nationalism and 

anti-immigration discourse has become important discourses especially in European 

context. As against this threat neither Kymlicka’s nor Bauböck’s theories are 

sufficient. Anti-immigration tendencies in Europe are clear impediments in the 

inclusion of minorities. It can be argued that group rights have created a reaction in  
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western liberal societies to protect their national identities. The problematic aspect is 

that liberal multiculturalists very much relied on state and its institutions for the 

provision of accommodation. However, now western liberal states are quite reluctant 

in integrating immigrants. Clearly both UK and Netherlands recently declared that 

most of the responsibility of integration belongs to the minorities not the state. They 

stress that willingness of migrants form the basis of the integration policies. 

What is more, both Bauböck and Kymlicka ignored in-group vulnerabilities resulting 

from application of multicultural policies. Clearly, they did not develop protective 

measures for women and children vis-à-vis group rights demands. Again they failed 

in foreseeing that multiculturalism can inflict harm on women and children; rather 

they merely focused on providing rights within a liberal context to accommodate 

difference. 

Likewise, for communitarian multiculturalists like Walzer and Parekh, liberal 

multiculturalism is full of problems. Parekh (2000) for instance argues that liberalism 

cannot be a neutral ground that different cultural groups may unite. He maintains that 

certain aspects of liberal philosophy like basic human rights can be adopted within a 

multicultural political community but they should not be imposed from above as 

liberal multiculturalist try to do.  For Parekh every particular moral vision has a 

universal appeal and liberalism is one of these particular stances. It is neither 

objective nor culturally neutral. Thus for him it is necessary to respect different 

conceptions of good and try not to impose one of them over the entire society.  

It should be kept in mind that not all liberals sympathetic to multiculturalism specify 

the necessary legal and institutional changes to accommodate multiculturalism. 

Kukathas (1998) for instance, argues that mere liberal premises on state neutrality 

and non-intervention provide a sufficient environment for multiculturalism to 

flourish in liberal societies. To be more precise, according to him multiculturalism 

and liberalism are very much consistent with each other when cultural rights are 

exercised under the title of freedom of voluntary association. This means that cultural 
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rights are part of the private life into which liberal state is not expected to involve. 

Accordingly he argues that: 

…liberalism is itself, fundamentally, a theory of multiculturalism. This is 

because liberalism is essentially a theory about pluralism; and 

multiculturalism, is, in the end, a species of pluralism. Liberalism is one of 

the modern world’s responses—indeed, its most plausible response—to the 

fact of moral, religious, and cultural diversity. Its response has been to say 

that diversity should be accommodated, and differences tolerated… 

(Kukathas, 1998:690) 

What is more, according to Kukathas, it is unnecessary to theorize multiculturalism, 

as liberalism itself is the politics of diversity. Precisely he mentions that: 

Individuals in a liberal society are free to form groups or associations, or to 

continue their association with groups that they have joined or into which 

they may have been born. Liberalism takes no interest in these interests or 

attachments—cultural, religious, ethnic, linguistic, or otherwise—that people 

might have. Its only concern is with upholding the framework of law within 

which individuals and groups can function peacefully….Indeed, it is 

indifferent to particular human affairs or to the particular pursuits of 

individuals and groups. Liberalism might well be described as the politics of 

indifference. (1998:691) 

However can indifference be a solution to the demands of the cultural groups?  For 

Kukathas, cultural membership is part of the voluntary associations in liberalism and 

he argues that the liberal state should not intervene in the private lives of the 

individuals. As such demands of multiculturalism can be satisfied when minorities 

are left free to maintain their cultural membership. As against this, cultural 

membership is more than mere associations that people adopt voluntarily (Barry, 

2001). Throughout the chapter it has been suggested that culture is a context where 

individual identities have been largely developed. Culture for the most part is not 

something we choose to participate voluntarily; on the contrary it is a social structure 

that we are born into. Secondly, liberal non-interventionism would not work when a 

cultural minority group demands recognition of a tradition or practice which is 

contrary to a fundamental citizenship rights or human rights. Can forced marriage for 

instance be tolerated by a liberal government?  
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Indeed for Kukathas forced marriage can be tolerated (cited from Barry, 2001:142) 

for the mere continuation of the principle of non-intervention. As a result according 

to him liberals can give up advocating basic rights of the indivdiuals for the sake of 

the liberal neutrality. At this point Barry rightly asks how a liberal cannot advocate 

basic liberties of individuals when they are faced with a threat. Precisely he argues 

that: 

The defining feature of a liberal is, I suggest, that it is someone who holds 

that there are certain rights against oppression, exploitation and injury to 

which every single human being is entitled to lay claim, and that appeals to 

‘cultural diversity’ and pluralism under no circumstances trump the value of 

basic liberal rights. (2001:132-133) 

Precisely, Kukathas’ ideas can only lead to segregation and exclusion in societies. 

Every community will be allowed to establish its own standard of justice upon its 

members. Consequently, rather that social integration exclusion will likely to occur. 

As a result non-intervention as suggested by Kukathas cannot provide sufficient 

responds to the claims of multiculturalism.  

These discussions show how the debates in the first wave literature remained stick to 

a liberal agenda. Multiculturalist discussions so far have focused on the importance 

of culture, cultural rights claims and their reconciliation with liberal philosophy. 

Obviously, these discussions did not take into account the problem of in-group 

equalities. Precisely, rights claims of the minority groups have been proposed by the 

multiculturalists; but vulnerable group members who may be affected negatively 

from the policies have not taken into account. Justice was only considered to be 

equality between groups but in-group injustices were not addressed. Because of these 

leaks in the literature second wave multiculturalism has emerged starting with 1990s 

which is more sensitive to in-group vulnerabilities.  

But what happened in domestic contexts which led to the emergence of second wave 

literature? To begin with when coming to late 1980s, especially legal journals started 

to discuss controversial legal cases targeting the minority populations. The so-called  
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tactic of cultural defense was observed in US and Canadian courts. Cultural defense 

can be defined as a legal strategy to mitigate sentence of a crime because of cultural 

reasons. To be more precise, cultural defense aims at protecting the offender who 

belong to an unknown or minority culture by convincing the court that the criminal 

act is a legitimate and valid form of behavior according to the offender’s culture.  

Based on this strategy some problematic verdicts were delivered including cases of 

gang-rape, parent-child suicide, forced marriage and murder. In these cases which 

will be elaborated in the next chapter, women and children were not protected by the 

courts as sentences were mitigated.  

What is more the first wave literature failed in foreseeing the recent backlash of 

multiculturalism. Indeed as communitarian stances in the sense of duties of citizens, 

and values of the nations have strengthened, it has become more difficult for 

minorities to be included in the society. To be more precise, especially in Britain and 

Netherlands rise of communitarianism resulted in retreat of the governments to adopt 

cultural accommodation. Now there is a widely held view that it is immigrants’ duty 

to integrate to the society and adopt its values. For instance UK Department for  

Communities and Local Government recently stated that  

In the past, integration challenges have been met in part with legal rights and 

obligations around equalities, discrimination and hate crime. This has not 

solved the problem and, where it has encouraged a focus on single issues and 

specific groups, may in some cases have exacerbated it. (2012:6) 

Consequently it was stated that, 

We believe that core values and experience must be held in common. We 

should be robustly promoting British values such as democracy, rule of law, 

equality of opportunity and treatment, freedom of speech and the rights of all 

men and women to live free from persecution of any kind. It is these values 

which make it possible for people to live and work together, to bridge 

boundaries between communities and to play a full role in society. When this 

is underpinned both by opportunities to succeed, and a strong sense of 

personal and social responsibility to the society which has made success 

possible, the result is a strong society. (2012:4) 
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Likewise, Netherlands has changed its integration policy to a great extent. It is has 

recently declared that its withdrawal from the project of multiculturalism. Rather 

than promoting differentiated treatment Dutch state will promote individual rights 

and Dutch values (Government of the Netherlands, 2011). Consequently 

communitarian basis of multiculturalism turns to be self-destructive. The idea of 

group survival fostered the anxiety of survival of the nation. Discussions on the 

recent rise of nationalism are beyond the scope of this study; the point that is more 

proper to make for this thesis is that women and children are victimized by 

communities and nation states in their fight for identity. Indeed both of them try to 

impose rigid, xenophobic and discriminatory definitions of group identity to which 

women and children are mostly vulnerable.  

Imposition of group survival demanded from the states discriminate women and 

children when their rights and duties are defined under the customary law. Like the 

application of multiculturalism, its retreat also targets vulnerable groups. This 

withdrawal has created gender and children based concerns as national identities and 

national interests are now imposed on minorities. Again, women and children are 

affected largely from this process as their image is equalized with the image of the 

nation. 

What is more, recently religious autonomy issue has occurred in public discussions, 

which was not foreseen by the first wave literature either. As it is well known in 

Canada after years of public discussions the initiative to establish a legally binding 

private religious arbitration was rejected. Precisely, in 1992 the so called Canadian 

Society of Muslims (CSM) in Ontario introduced their plan to establish private 

Islamic arbitration courts based on the Ontario Arbitration act. According to the 

Arbitration Act there is no need for a government initiative to establish private 

arbitration courts, and for decades both Muslim and Jewish arbitration courts were 

ruling although their decisions were not enforceable. The initiative for the 

establishment of Islamic Institute for Civil Justice (IICJ) or Dar-ul-Qada was not 

however the result of a wide consensus of the Muslim community in Canada. Other  
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civil society organizations representing Canadian Muslims were not included in the 

process and CSM acted on behalf of the whole community. Women’s organizations 

for instance, were not included in the council that was established by CSM to govern 

the transition period. (Aslam, 2006; Bhabha, 2009; Shachar, 2005) 

The main jurisdictional area of the tribunals was planned to be the family law affairs 

in Ontario province of Canada like marriage, divorce, child custody and inheritance. 

This proposal, if had been accepted would have been the first official Islamic tribunal 

named as Dar-ul-Qada in the West. Due to the both domestic and international 

concerns however, Ontario government found it necessary to review the issue by 

taking into account the concerns of all parties. Thus provincial government of 

Ontario appointed former attorney general Marion Boyd to investigate the issue. 

(Aslam, 2006) 

Supporters of the proposal argued that Islamic tribunals were giving a chance to 

Muslim Canadians to choose under which law they would be ruled. This means that 

Canadian Muslim community would have the opportunity to choose either Canadian 

or Sharia law and they could be judged in accordance with their own faith (Shachar, 

2005). Indeed in Boyd report it was mentioned that family law disputes have often 

been solved through traditional ways. Boyd (2004:1-2) stated in the report that: 

Most family law disputes are resolved without court action, but increasingly 

alternative dispute resolution is used. Arbitration can only resolve disputes 

that the parties could agree about themselves; it cannot change a person’s 

status by granting a divorce, or by concluding that they are a parent. Domestic 

contracts, such as separation agreements, are a common means of resolving 

family law disputes and the law has some built-in safeguards for these types 

of contracts.  

There were however great amount of concerns especially concerning the rights of 

women and children. Canadian Council of Muslim Women (CCMW) for instance, 

the biggest Muslim women organization totally rejected the initiative. They argued 

that: 
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Sharia law is not a homogeneous civil code but rather a very complex system 

of Muslim jurisprudence interpreted by culturally and ethnically diverse 

individuals often from a patriarchal perspective.  There are no norms or 

standards for settlements, e.g. amount or length of alimony and support 

payments, age of male or female children for custody awards.  It is precisely 

the arbitrariness of these awards that will jeopardize the equality rights of 

Muslim women.  CCMW fears that arbitration using Sharia/Muslim family 

law will continue to be based on a very narrow, conservative interpretation of 

Islam, which has already had a negative impact on some Canadian Muslim 

women and Muslim women world-wide. (CCMW, 2004:para.11) 

In her December 2004 report Boyd recommended for the establishment of the 

tribunals if certain protective measures for women and children are taken. However 

this did not affect the decisions of the legislature meaning that premier McGuinty 

declared that Arbitration act would be amended to avoid the faith based arbitration 

tribunals to involve in solving family law disputes which passed in 2006 by the 

legislation. As a result of this law Jewish family law tribunals also became illegal 

which were active in Ontario for years. (Aslam, 2006) 

As against this, Muslim Arbitration Tribunals (MAT) of United Kingdom started to 

operate in 2007 without any public debate and consultations with the civil society 

organizations. The main jurisprudence of the tribunal includes family law disputes 

like marriage, divorce and child custody together with inheritance and business 

disputes. Tribunal argues they provide a chance for the Muslim community in UK to 

settle their own disputes in accordance with their own divine law. (Muslim 

arbitration Tribunal [MAT], 2008) 

Precisely it is stated that: 

MAT will operate within the legal framework of England and Wales thereby 

ensuring that any determination reached by MAT can be enforced through 

existing means of enforcement open to normal litigants.  Although MAT must 

operate within the legal framework of England and Wales, this does not 

prevent or impede MAT from ensuring that all determinations reached by it 

are in accordance with one of the recognised Schools of Islamic Sacred Law.  

MAT will therefore, for the first time, offer the Muslim community a real and 

true opportunity to settle disputes in accordance with Islamic Sacred Law  
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with the knowledge that the outcome as determined by MAT will be binding 

and enforceable. (MAT, 2008) 

Sharia courts have created a great controversy in multiculturalism literature. It is 

clear that the first wave literature is insufficient to respond these demands. Liberal 

multiculturalist did not expect autonomy demands from communities for instance. 

Although communitarian multiculturalist supports different standards of justice to 

apply they failed in grasping the vulnerabilities of women and children. Especially 

divorce, inheritance, and domestic violence should be taken into consideration when 

discussing about sharia courts as the laws are usually gendered discriminating 

women and young girls. As against this communitarians believe that community 

morality cannot be judged because it is valuable for the members. But this is a 

monolithic understanding of culture. Clearly communities are not homogenous 

entities. Traditions and customs may change over time. What is more, there may be 

members who want to escape the dictates of their communities as in the case of 

CCMW. Should states still impose community values in these cases? Whose interests 

should be supported by state institutions? 

Rights claims of cultural groups are quite valuable. But why should discussions be 

revolved around liberalism-illiberalism cleavage? Should either liberalism or 

communitarianism dominate the lives of minority community members? Can there 

be a mid-way which responds the demands of cultural groups and vulnerabilities of 

group members at the same time? 

Indeed, in the second wave, scholars have tried to respond the claims of communities 

without endangering the rights of vulnerable groups. In that sense, they have tried to 

be responsive to the communitarian rights claims together with the universal, 

inviolable rights of women and children. Two of the approaches in the second wave 

are worth elaborating which are deliberative democratic multiculturalism developed 

by Seyla Benhabib and joint-governance approach set forth by Ayelet Shachar.  
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2.5 Second Wave Multiculturalism  

Multiculturalism, when it was first appeared in the academic discussions was not 

believed to be very much controversial as it is today. As it was mentioned in the 

previous parts in the first wave literature the main problem was to solve the non-

recognition of the minority communities by the institutions of the society they 

inhabit. To avoid cultural domination of the mainstream society over the “aliens”, 

multiculturalists commonly adhered to intercultural dialogue in various forms 

together with some institutional reforms.  

Hope for a peaceful coexistence of different communities has however not been met 

yet. This is not unexpected especially considering the fact that a multicultural society 

is the place where different interests consistently clash with each other. As a result 

what we have usually seen is a conflict occurring when minority or alien cultures 

demand certain public recognition of their identity which requires reformulation of 

the state institutions. 

Basically, multiculturalism emerged as a way to accommodate difference without 

establishing separate islands of cultural communities. As a result, in applying 

multiculturalism states aimed at including aliens to the society without trying to 

assimilate them. This requires first elimination of discrimination and then public 

recognition of distinct identities. Discrimination against minorities necessitates 

reconsideration and reshaping of the pre-given and historically imposed identities 

which stigmatize the alien cultures as backward. Multiculturalists generally suggest 

that constant encounters of different people would result in an assessment that 

cultural affinities do matter in the lives of people and they are valuable for them 

(Parekh, 2000). Furthermore, these encounters will show that every culture 

represents a particular vision of good life. Thus people belong to the mainstream 

society would respect difference but also see that their perception of good life is also 

particularistic (Parekh, 2000). This openness in thinking would result in constant  
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reformulation of our identities. Thus the liberal constitutional state and different 

minority communities would found themselves in a never ending challenge in their 

claims for a good life.  

As against this multiculturalism debate has remained stick to certain definitions of 

the group identity. Although monolithic understanding of culture has been very much 

criticized, multiculturalism could not protect itself from the emergence of bipolar 

politics which only include the representatives of the state as against the minority 

community. Indeed neither of them can fully represent the concerns of all of their 

members. On the contrary, selected imaginations of group identities fight with each 

other. This situation is defined by Ayalet Shachar (2001) as “reactive culturalism”.  

Precisely, under the threat of the extinction of the identity, leaders of the both 

minority and majority communities select rigid and conservative definitions of 

culture as a result different voices in the group are silenced and homogeneity is 

imposed. This however mostly affects women and children who are the most 

vulnerable group members vis a vis homogenization policies. Shachar (2005:51-52) 

argues that: 

…women and the family often serve a crucial symbolic role in constructing 

group solidarity vis-à-vis wider society. Under such conditions, women’s 

indispensable contribution in transmitting and manifesting a group’s “culture” 

is coded as both an instrument and a symbol of group integrity. As a result, 

idealized and gendered images of women as mothers, caregivers, educators, 

and moral guardians of the home come to represent the ultimate and 

inviolable repository of “authentic” group identity.   

Children are also affected from this process enormously. Obviously they play a 

crucial role in the survival and transmission of group identity. As a result for the 

most of the time state and communities fight with each other to control the identity 

formation processes of the children. In that sense either community or the state 

victimizes the children in their fight.  In that sense, Shauna Van Praagh (1998) 

argues that children studies constitute an important part of the multiculturalism 

policies. Especially in family law affairs and in the demands for exemptions in  
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education children have become specific concerns of politics of cultural difference. 

The “mini-citizens” (Van Praagh, 1998:126) in that respect are those who are largely 

affected by the policies.   

Likewise, Bob Reich (2005:209-210-211) mentions that:  

It is minors within minorities who are the most disadvantaged and therefore 

most vulnerable to the underbelly or intended consequences of a multicultural 

politics… [Because] cultural accommodation policies meant to promote or 

preserve cultural groups [they] potentially place integrity of the group above 

the freedom and equality of the individuals within, especially children.  

As such the second wave multiculturalism focuses on how politics of cultural 

difference affect minority group members and on how negative effects of the policies 

can be reversed.  

2.5.1 Feminist Attack on Multiculturalism 

Starting with 1990s multiculturalism has faced a feminist criticism. The very reason 

behind this is the fact that multiculturalist policies have threatened gender equality. 

Precisely, from mid-1980s on, several problematic accommodations have been 

revealed like polygamy and cultural defense. As a result Susan Moller Okin (1999) 

came up with a huge criticism in her article named “Is multiculturalism bad for 

women?” She mainly expresses the difficulty of accommodating multiculturalism 

within a feminist framework. For Okin there are two problematic aspects of cultural 

group rights. First, she argues that most of the rights demands are based on 

regulating familial law and private affairs; and women and girls are for the most of 

the time the main targets of these demands. Furthermore she claims that most of the 

cultures are based on patriarchal assumptions which necessarily discriminate and 

weaken the status of women in both public and private spheres. Clearly she explains 

the inevitable clash between feminism and multiculturalism as: 

Most cultures are suffused with practices and ideologies concerning gender. 

Suppose, then, that a culture endorses and facilitates the control of men over  
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women in various ways (even if informally, in the private sphere of domestic 

life). Suppose, too, that there are fairly clear disparities of power between the 

sexes, such that the more powerful, male members are those who are 

generally in a position to determine and articulate the group's beliefs, 

practices, and interests. Under such conditions, group rights are potentially, 

and in many cases actually, antifeminist. They substantially limit the 

capacities of women and girls of that culture to live with human dignity equal 

to that of men and boys, and to live as freely chosen lives as they can. 

(1999:12) 

Precisely, what Okin is arguing about is very much valuable in multiculturalism 

discussions because in-group vulnerabilities were not taken into consideration until 

the emergence of feminist attacks. Clearly, it can be argued that the liberalism- 

communitarianism debate and later models of multiculturalism has not focused 

specifically on the issue of gender as Schachar (2005) puts the matter. On the 

contrary debates have been formulated around discussions like the relation between 

liberalism and group rights. However, when cases of in-group suppression have 

become obvious and severe, rights of the vulnerable groups within minorities have 

gained importance starting with late 1990s. 

At this point it should be mentioned that since 1970s personal and familial life have 

attracted the attention of feminist scholars as it has become clear that gender roles are 

sustained mostly in the private sphere. First of all, Okin argues that justice is always 

sought in the public space in terms of formal equalities as a result of the prevalent 

public/private dichotomy in liberalism. However, the over-emphasizing of the formal 

equalities obscured the normalization of uneven power relations between husband 

and wife and between parent and child in the family. As a result it is argued that if 

justice is not sought in the private life, subordination will sustain. (Okin, 2004) 

What is more, childhood socialization in family very much strengthens gendered 

images of women and girls. Clearly, gender roles are learnt and internalized through 

socialization process in the family. This means that our way of perceiving the world 

is gendered in the private sphere. At this point, Okin argues that all cultural groups 

are gendered imposing certain social roles to women which are transmitted and  
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sustained in the family. Thus, multiculturalists should beware of the cultural rights 

demanding to control the familial and personal affairs, because they may easily end 

up with gender domination. (Okin, 2004) 

Although Okin does not specifically mention, multicultural accommodation also 

targets children to a great extent. It is known that children have important roles in the 

survival and transmission of the group identity.  Education for instance is one of 

the most important battlefields in the multicultural wars. Religious symbols in 

schools in that respect are still hot issues in several multicultural states resulting in 

the confrontation between the state and the family. Furthermore, under the pretext of 

cultural tradition children may face most inhumane treatments like mother-child 

suicide and forced marriages.  

These problematic aspects of multiculturalism however helped for the emergence of 

new theoretical positions. Especially some scholars found it necessary to 

accommodate multiculturalism without resulting in vulnerabilities for women and 

children. Two of these standpoints are worth elaborating at this point which are joint-

governance approach supported by Ayalet Schachar and deliberative model 

supported by Seyla Benhabib. The importance of these approaches is that they both 

focus on the victimization of women and children vis a vis certain demands and 

policies of cultural recognition. As a result they both argue for an ideal 

reorganization of the society in a way that cultural membership is respected and 

voices of the vulnerable groups can be heard at the same time.  

2.5.2  Joint-Governance Approach  

According to Ayelet Shachar (2005) the fact or possibility of in-group subordination 

in the minority cultures is one of the most contentious issues in the multiculturalism 

debate. And women are one of the vulnerable groups that can face discrimination and 

human rights violations with the realization of rights claims of the minority groups to 

which they belong. As against the problematic aspects of the multiculturalism  
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practices, Shachar suggests a new institutional design which is called as joint-

governance approach. For her, people have fragmented identities and bonds in 

multicultural societies which necessitate the regulation of the society with 

fragmented authorities. Shachar argues that culture is very much formative in the 

lives of individuals as a result it is unjust to turn a blind eye to the demands of 

cultural communities. On the other hand, certain institutional designs should be 

established to protect the vulnerable groups from the cultural constrains and 

necessities which discriminate them.  

Shachar argues that early theories of multiculturalism could not establish a proper 

understanding concerning how family and women are formidable in the sustainment 

of the group identity. Like Okin, Shachar argues that unfortunately multiculturalism 

literature of the early period could not foresee these possible problems of the 

policies. According to her the first wave of multiculturalism literature focused on the 

redefinition of citizenship in terms of bringing group differentiated rights which is 

accepted to be the basis for establishing a just society. In this period the main aim is 

the recognition of the group based differences in the public sphere.  

However Shachar claims that the problem with this understanding is that especially 

religious groups were not taken into account. Especially she mentions that liberal 

multiculturalists like Kymlicka ignore the claims of the religiously defined groups 

(2001:26). Indeed Kymlicka disregarded the claims of religious groups. For him, 

fundamentalism can only be an extreme case which is unlikely to occur. What is 

more, as it was mentioned this period ignored in-group vulnerabilities. As against 

this, Shachar claims that familial life reveals the most problematic aspects of politics 

of culture. 

Shachar argues that tension occurs when women and family play an important part in 

the definition and manifestation of group belonging and in the development of group 

solidarity. She argues that definition of the idealized and gendered images of women 

have a symbolic meaning in the eradication of internal diversity and differences  
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within cultural groups. This means that idealized forms of women are quite crucial in 

the demarcation of the cultural boundaries and homogenization of the cultural 

groups.  

At this point, Shachar argues that leaders of the both majority and minority cultures 

are selective in their understanding of idealized womanhood which has become the 

representative of the community itself. Precisely, she argues that there are “binary 

codes of respectable behavior” which defines the gendered and idealized form of 

women like “married versus sexualized,” “fertile versus childless” and “veiled versus 

exposed” (2005:51). What is more, Shachar argues that idealized form of 

womanhood becomes at the center of the political struggles emerging as a result of 

the fears of assimilation and/or for the protection of the minority and majority group 

identity. This rigidness both in the definitions of cultural identity and in the rights 

claims is named as “reactive culturalism” by Shachar. And this also applies in the 

idealized images constructed in the liberal societies. A recent example of this can be 

seen in anti-veiling legislations in France and Germany which emphasize the ideal 

images of women in the society. The legislations thus excluded Muslim women in 

the imagination of ideal “Frenchness” and “Germanness”.  

To avoid the domination of both the communities and the liberal state over the lives 

of women Shachar develops her joint governance model. To cite her: 

I call this new proposed model the joint governance approach, because it rests 

on the recognition that some persons will jointly belong to more than one 

community, and will accordingly bear rights and obligations that derive from 

more than one source of legal authority. Instead of having either the state or  

the group control the full range of issues affecting their members, joint-

governance inspired accommodations open up a new separation of powers 

fostering ongoing interactions between different sources of authority, as a 

means of eventually improving the situation of traditionally vulnerable 

insiders, without forcing them into an “either/or” choice between their culture 

and their rights. (2001:13, emphasis in original) 
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In the application of joint-governance Shachar (2005) mentions about three core 

principles namely; sub-matter allocation of authority, no monopoly rule and 

establishment of clearly delineated reversal points.  Sub-matter allocation of 

authority refers to the definition of the matters in different fields that will be 

discussed. No monopoly rule is the joint application of different parties’ 

jurisdictions. And reversal points are aimed at providing withdrawing the case from 

one party and applying to another one when it is found necessary. For instance, in 

family law matters both religious and state courts will have a joint jurisdiction. The 

choice is totally dependent on the applicants to determine which court to apply. 

When it is applied to a religious court, say for an inheritance case applicants have 

always the opportunity to turn for a secular court when they believe their interests are 

not met. When such a case occurs Shachar argues that “Rather than risk losing 

authority over members altogether, religious and political leaders will be encouraged 

to find an internal solution that is satisfactory to dissenting voices in the group.” 

(2005:72). Consequently, she believes that this approach can be relieving for Sharia 

court discussions in liberal states.   

It should be kept in mind that Shachar’s analysis is quite important. To be sure, for 

both Kymlicka and Parekh religious groups and self-government claims of these 

groups are not significant threats or they find them as marginal and less likely to 

occur and they basically suggested disallowing of internal restrictions and dialogue 

between the groups to solve these problems. As against this, autonomy for the 

religiously defined groups has become one of the most striking problems in the 

current multiculturalism debate. At this point Shachar argues that strong 

multiculturalism or institutionalized multiculturalism created its own victims which 

are for the most of the time women. She argues that with the implementation of 

multiculturalist politics, in-group subordination in the sense of gender discrimination 

has become unavoidable.  
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Likewise according to Michael Helfand (2011) in the previous versions of 

multiculturalism debate, demands are centered on the issues of inclusion and 

recognition. Therefore, according to him the basic problem concerning 

multiculturalism was how to provide representation of the minority cultural groups in 

the public sphere. However he argues that today what we experience is quite 

different from this earlier form of group rights. He argues that new multiculturalism 

focuses on the issues of autonomy and self-governance of the cultural groups. This 

means that minorities are today seeking for regulating their own affairs in their own 

way as against what is argued by Kymlicka that ethnic groups are willing to integrate 

to the society rather than having self-governance rights. As such Helfand argues that 

today what the most striking point of multiculturalism is the demands for 

“jurisdictional differentiation”. As a result he quite correctly labels this new front of 

multiculturalism as “multilegal conflicts”. 

On the other hand multiculturalism debate is not limited to the religious groups. 

Quite the contrary, there are many Asian immigrants who also claim for the 

recognition of their distinct identities. Sometimes claims are not based on religious 

attachments but on the mere cultural traditions like mother-child suicide. Thus the 

scope of the joint governance model should include these claims as well to better 

serve the problems of multicultural societies. Accordingly, this study will elaborate 

this approach in the third chapter in cultural defense cases in which especially Asian 

immigrants played a crucial role. 

Furthermore, it should be asked whether this kind of competitive jurisdictions 

imaginary will work in real world. Can there be real choices of option for vulnerable 

groups? Clearly some sort of autonomy from the dictates of the religious authority 

and of the community is necessary if we expect from religious people to apply to a 

secular court considering the fact that religious one did not serve them well.  

Consequently, joint governance remains stick to a liberal agenda because of its 

emphasis on autonomous agency. Can women be in such a position to defend their  
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rights vis a vis their communities? What about expected loyalty to the religious 

community? In certain cases the dictates of the divine laws are quite obvious and 

rigid and selecting the secular laws instead will result in pressures from the 

community and women will be blamed as faithless.  

What about children? Who will defend them and who will speak on behalf of them? 

As against the possibility of women’s jurisdictional preference based on an 

autonomous agency idea, children are always under the rule of an authority. How can 

joint governance respond to forced marriages for instance or marriage by capture 

which is embraced by some communities? Who will select the jurisdiction? And 

more importantly which normative stance will be adopted: wellbeing of children or 

survival of culture and tradition? 

 Indeed similar concerns for the real choice options are also elaborated by Shachar 

(2005). Still joint governance model emerges as an important attempt to respect 

multiculturalist demand on the one hand and group equality on the other. This 

approach does not create an either or situation and argues instead claims of the 

cultural community and the political community should apply together. In this way, 

it can be possible to avoid pitfalls of multiculturalist accommodation for the 

vulnerable group members. Consequently, implementation of this model can be 

helpful to reverse the negative effects of multiculturalism. Since this model has not 

been tested yet there is no empirical data. Still the next chapter will test this model on 

certain problematic cases to see to what extent it can be helpful.  

2.5.3 Deliberation and Multiculturalism 

Starting with the 1990s, deliberative democracy emerged as a powerful alternative in 

the theories of democracy. At this point it should be remembered that important 

amount of multicultural theorist direct their attention to intercultural dialogue like 

Parekh in the settlement of disputes. But they usually did not focus on the 

specificities of the public dialogues. On the contrary, Benhabib formulates her  
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approach as a model of deliberative democracy based on discourse ethics. The 

importance of her analysis is the fact that it aims at providing a solution to the 

vulnerabilities of women and children in multicultural societies.  

Before elaborating the relation between multiculturalism and deliberation it is worth 

providing a proper understanding of the concept of deliberative democracy. At this 

point Joshua Cohen (1997:72) states that: 

The notion of a deliberative democracy is rooted in the intuitive ideal of a 

democratic association in which the justification of the terms and conditions 

of association proceeds through public argument and reasoning among equal 

citizens. Citizens in such an order share a commitment to the resolution of 

problems of collective choice through public reasoning, and regard their basic 

institutions as legitimate insofar as they establish the framework for free 

public deliberation.  

In a nutshell it can be argued that deliberative democracy seeks for a new process of 

legitimation of rules governing the societal relations. In this process equal 

participation to the public debates of those who are affected is expected. Clearly, in 

Benhabib’s approach “The basic premise of discourse ethics, states that ‘only those 

norms and normative institutional arrangements are valid which can be agreed to by 

all concerned under special argumentation situations named discourses’” (cited from 

Benhabib, 2002:107) 

What is more she argues that the theory of deliberative democracy is based on the 

principles of universal respect and egalitarian reciprocity. With the principle of 

universal respect we admit every individuals’ right to participate in public debates. 

And egalitarian reciprocity suggests that in discourse situations every person has the 

right to “various speech acts” like introducing new discussions and problems. 

As a result it can be argued that deliberative democracy presupposes the autonomy of 

individuals participating in public debates. Indeed Benhabib (2002:114) mentions 

that 
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In discourse ethics, autonomy is seen as a moral as well as a political 

principle; this requires that we create public practices, dialogues, and spaces 

in civil society around controversial normative questions in which all those 

affected can participate. It is fundamental to autonomy that the collective 

practices in which we participate may be seen as the outcome of our 

legitimate processes of deliberation.  

Furthermore, she argues that deliberative democracy is based on a dual approach 

focusing both on the functioning of the liberal institutions and the movements and 

struggles in civil society. She mentions that under discursive struggles in civil 

society, groups achieve a degree of rationality as they need to convince other people 

with good reasons. In this way, the majority culture’s biases towards an unknown 

culture can be eliminated. At the same time supporters of a particular situation, say 

polygamy, will reconsider and reestablish their positions as they enter into 

deliberation. This means that they will reconsider why polygamy is important and 

should be allowed. At this point Benhabib argues that it is highly unexpected to find 

a quick solution in the sense of a consensus at the end of deliberation. However for 

her what is important is to achieve a new understanding resulting from entering into 

the process of dialogue. Accordingly she believes that deliberative democracy can be 

helpful in several discussions in multiculturalism especially in headscarf issues 

which will also be elaborated in the second chapter.  

Deliberative democracy although offering a new approach in the formation of laws, 

has faced several critiques. First of all, the applicability of such a model is very much 

discussed because of the difficulty of reaching consensus. At this point, Benhabib 

argues that certain debates may not end up with normative consensus; still however, 

it will enhance the capacity of the individuals’ public reasoning. What is more, 

deliberative model can also help us reconsidering and criticizing the patterns and 

rules of current public debates.  

What is more, another criticism to Benhabib is that deliberative model favors certain 

type of discussion which is based on critical argumentation. According to Young 

(1996), argumentation does not belong to communicative traditions of all cultures. 
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Rather it belongs to western liberal societies therefore it discriminates people from 

different cultures in debates. She argues that  

…by restricting their concept of democratic discussion narrowly to critical 

argument, most theorists of deliberative democracy assume a culturally 

biased conception of discussion that tends to silence or devalue some people 

or groups (1996:120). 

 As a result Young argues that in addition to rational argumentation other types of 

communication should be included like “greeting” as a source of non-verbal 

communication, “rhetoric” which will make the audience “listen” the ideas of the 

speaker and “story-telling” which will express the importance of particular values or 

situation.   

Basically as it was mentioned before, deliberative democracy depends on 

autonomous agency of individuals as in the case of joint governance. Consequently it 

becomes quite problematic to include women and children from patriarchal 

communities to the argumentative deliberation as Young mentions. How can women 

from non-western communities defend themselves and convince the public with their 

reasons if they are not accustomed to rational argumentation? What is more, who 

will argue on behalf of the children as they probably will not participate into public 

deliberation process? These are challenging questions for deliberative democracy; 

still it can provide an alternative to the justice debates in multiculturalism.    

To begin with despite the constraints in the ideal speech situation, multiculturalism 

can benefit from deliberative democracy to a great extent. Deliberative democracy 

can especially work to overcome the monolithic and rigid definitions of culture and 

customary law. Clearly in-group domination results from rigid readings of the 

identity signs of the communities as Shachar put the matter. At this point, 

deliberative democracy may help revealing other possible definitions of the group 

identity or it may show the internal shisms in the communities. As a result, rather 

than approaching groups as homogenous entities public deliberation may show the 

heterogeneous structures of the groups.  
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What is more, deliberative democracy can be a theoretical relief in the discussions 

concerning justice. To be more precise deliberative democracy may transcend the 

universalism-particularism dichotomy in its theorization of justice. Clearly in this 

approach neither liberal universalism nor shared understandings of communities are 

taken for granted. Hence there is no either-or situation. It aims at achieving justice by 

legitimizing the norms through public deliberation. Consequently, universal 

standards are sought but not imposed a priori upon societies. 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter aimed at analyzing theoretical discussions concerning multiculturalism 

debate. It started from the communitarian critique of liberalism in the 1980s and 

continued with the early formulizations of theoretical stances towards liberalism. 

Until the late 1990s multiculturalist debates mostly covered the issues like 

differentiated treatment and general critiques towards multiculturalism. However 

with the problematic applications of the politics of cultural difference, critical 

positions have started to develop. The importance of the second wave 

multiculturalism is that scholars have tried to combine concerns of cultural diversity 

with those of the wellbeing and equality of children and women. Consequently, as it 

was elaborated, alternative institutional and legal formulas have been developed. As 

such, this study argues that the combination of joint governance and deliberative 

democracy approaches may provide some solutions to the problems of 

multiculturalism which will be elaborated in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

ANALYZING MULTICULTURAL PRACTICES 

 

 

3.1 Introduction  

This chapter aims at analyzing the consequences of certain cultural encounters of the 

mainstream society and minorities on women and children. Precisely, states have 

responded cultural encounters first by adopting and later by abandoning 

multiculturalism. Indeed there are quite different trends of politics of cultural 

difference among the western societies. But in general retreat of multiculturalism can 

be observed especially in the European context. Clearly both application and 

withdrawal of politics of cultural difference have become problematic for women 

and children. Precisely, this chapter will show that when multiculturalism is applied 

states have imposed certain rigid definitions of culture over people. As against this, 

retreat of multiculturalism is also problematic because then states impose rigid 

definitions of membership to the mainstream society. Consequently the second move 

has resulted in suppression of the members of cultural groups by the political 

community.  

In this sense, this chapter argues that cultural encounters victimize women and 

children when states prioritize the preservation or survival of a group identity (both 

mainstream and minority) or support the cultural groups in their discrimination 

towards women and children done under the pretext of tradition. Clearly 

multiculturalism as a way of accommodating difference without endangering social 

harmony necessitates reformulation of the membership categories to the mainstream 

society. Redefining citizenship and widening the borders of inclusion are however 

not easy because, both the liberal nation state and communities fight for the same 

cause: survival. Communities struggle not to be assimilated and states struggle not to 

lose their predefined national, liberal, occidental, republican, secular… character. 

When the primary aim is survival, conservatism and “cultural reactivism” as Shachar  
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(2001) names it, cannot be avoided. As it was expressed before, cultural reactivism is 

the rigid and xenophobic definition of the group identity, traditions and customary 

law.  In that sense, when encountering with alien groups, cultural reactivists fear of 

changing and losing their identities. This situation applies both for the states and for 

the communities. Consequently, both states and communities try to keep their purity 

and cultural homogeneity. Multiculturalism mainly fails in this respect, meaning that 

it fails when it creates a fight between the state and communities for the preservation 

of their identities. For the part of the communities Yael Tamir (1999:47-48) argues 

that: 

Rights are bestowed upon “the group” in order to preserve “its” tradition and 

defend “its” interests. Identifying “the” tradition and “the” interests of “the” 

group becomes a precondition for realizing these rights. Consequently, 

internal schisms and disagreements are perceived as a threat to the ability of 

the group to protect its rights. Group leaders are therefore motivated to foster 

unanimity, or at least an appearance of unanimity, even at the cost of internal 

oppression.  

This also applies for the state. The state defines its identity and interests and imposes 

them over its members “at the cost of internal oppression”. Recently it has become 

quite fashionable for the political leaders and governmental officials of the 

multicultural societies to argue about the importance of the national identity which 

was weakened with the politics of multiculturalism. Thus multiculturalism resulted in 

fostering of the communitarian voices in the mainstream society focusing on the 

duties of citizens to protect their shared values. For instance former prime minister of 

Australia John Howard declared recently that “This is a time not to apologise for our 

particular identity but rather to firmly and respectfully and robustly reassert it” (cited 

from Malkin, 2010). Furthermore, former French president Sarkozy stated in 2011 

that “We have been too concerned about the identity of the person who was arriving 

and not enough about the identity of the country that was receiving him," (cited from 

The Telegraph, 2011). 
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Consequently, multiculturalism debate has revolved around either the interests of 

communities or the interests of the states. But the problem is who defines these 

interests and who represents the groups? The case studies in this chapter will show 

that group interests, traditions and values do not care about the wellbeing of women 

and children. It will become clear that when it is applied as a policy, multiculturalism 

often resulted in the governmental imposition of cultural norms over minorities. And 

when multiculturalism retreated we witness the imposition of republican or western 

identities on them. Accordingly problematic court decisions and governmental policy 

changes will be analyzed as the examples of both implementation and backlash of 

multiculturalism. This thesis argues that neither the application nor the retreat has 

brought about justice for minority women and children. Is it possible to overcome 

this “either the nation or the community” vision of multiculturalism? To answer this 

question joint governance and deliberative democracy approaches will be analyzed. 

3.2 Cultural Encounters 

A multicultural society is a place where numerous cultural encounters take place 

daily. Especially public institutions like schools and court are places where these 

encounters prove to be quite challenging. In some criminal cases for instance 

customs of a cultural group may clash with the domestic law. What is more, in 

education, minority students and instructors may find themselves in a controversial 

identity fight between the state and the community. Or, in the regulation of the 

familial law communities may clash with the state over the jurisdiction on issues like 

marriage and custody. In these problematic encounters between the institutions of the 

mainstream society and the minority groups, women and children have been 

victimized to a great extent. Precisely states especially in criminal cases imposed 

certain cultural values and customs over the lives of women and children and did not 

protect them against their so called cultural practices which offended against them. 

As a result this chapter argues that when multiculturalism is applied, rights of women 

and children are disregarded. 
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On the other hand, we have also witnessed the retreat of multiculturalism especially 

in the context of public education. When minorities were seen as a threat to the 

integrity of the society, strict regulations have been applied by the state. Veiling for 

instance was readily accepted as violation of republican values of France in the affair 

du foulard. Under this threat of the dissolution of the republican values, Muslim 

students and instructors have been stigmatized. As such this part will focus first on 

the problematic implementations of multiculturalism and then, on its problematic 

withdrawal. It will be clear that in both cases rights of women and children have 

been violated and they have been discriminated in the society. 

3.2.1 Cultural Defense 

Mid-1980s started with controversial debates concerning immigrant crimes. The 

focus however was not on the offenses themselves, which were indeed not alien to 

the domestic courts but on the sentences which were mitigated because of the 

cultural reasons.  Especially in the US the so called tactic of cultural defense became 

widespread which threatened vulnerable members of the minority groups. As a result 

numerous articles have been published so far in both legal and multiculturalism 

literatures elaborating the use of defense based on cultural background. It should be 

kept in mind that cultural defense has not been adopted as an official policy yet, still 

there are many examples showing that the courts may prioritize cultural believes and 

practices over the domestic law. 

 

At this point a proper conceptualization of the term is needed to better analyze its 

effects on the multiculturalism discussions. Precisely, Todd Taylor (1997:344, notes 

are not added) defines cultural defense as: 

…an affirmative defense asserted by immigrants, refugees, and indigenous 

people based on their customs or customary law. A successful cultural 

defense would permit the reduction (and possible elimination) of a charge, 

with a concomitant reduction in punishment. In order to assert the defense, 

the defendant must have been socialized in a distinctly different culture and 

this foreign culture must encourage, or at least sanction, the behavior which 

has been deemed illegal in this country. 
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This means that multiculturalism entered into the legal scene as a kind of defense 

policy. It shows that culture may constitute a ground for offensive behaviors as a 

result courts should analyze well the motives behind the crimes. If there is a cultural 

reason behind the offensive behavior courts should mitigate the sentence for the sake 

of respecting different cultural values. A cultural defense policy in that sense should 

clearly show that culture may dictate certain actions on individuals which are hard to 

escape.  

For instance a male member of a minority group kills his wife because of adultery. If 

the defendant convince the judge and or the jury that murdering a wife as a result of 

infidelity, i.e. honor killing, is acceptable in his culture, he may receive mitigation. 

As a result, murder can be tolerated in the name of culture. This means that people 

from different cultures can receive adjudication in accordance with their particular 

traditions in the domestic courts. In other words, different standards of justice can be 

applied as communitarians argue for. 

Indeed this kind of a legal strategy is found necessary for some scholars like Alison 

Dundes Renteln. It is believed that a culturally diverse society should be sensitive to 

different cultural norms even though they may lead to the appeasement of criminal 

behaviors. For instance, according to Renteln (2005) cultural defense is an important 

way to cope with multiculturalism. In this respect she argues that:  

Cultural differences deserve to be considered in litigation because 

enculturation shapes individuals’ perceptions and influences their actions. 

The acquisition of cultural categories is largely an unconscious process, so 

individuals are usually unaware of having internalized them. The premise of 

the cultural defense argument is that culture exerts a strong influence on 

individuals, predisposing them to act in ways consistent with their 

upbringing. The theoretical basis for a cultural defense hinges on the idea that 

individuals will think and act in accordance with patterns of culture. 

(2005:47-48) 

 

As a result, for Renteln, people cannot escape the cultural dictates. If culture orders 

to kill, members kill; if it orders to assault, members assault. But how can we  
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identify the orders of culture, how can we possibly see to what extent a person is 

under the domination of his/her cultural values? How can we assure that minority 

group members do not use culture as a pretext of their crimes? Becoming too naïve 

in that sense can easily result in abusing the so called cultural dictates. 

What is more, what Renteln suggests presents only one side of the story. Precisely, 

Renteln mentions only the offenders who, if they are lucky enough to be named as 

alien, may receive mitigated charges even in severe cases like murder. However, this 

sensitivity to the offender’s culture should not obscure the rights of the victims who 

are for the most of the time women and children as Doriane Lambelet Coleman 

(1996) puts the matter. It is clear that with cultural defense women and children  

…are denied the protection of the criminal laws because their assailants 

generally go free, either immediately or within a relatively brief period of 

time. More importantly, victims and potential victims in such circumstances 

have no hope of relief in the future, either individually or as a group, because 

when cultural evidence is permitted to excuse otherwise criminal conduct, the 

system effectively is choosing to adopt a different, discriminatory standard 

criminality for immigrant defendants, and hence, a different and 

discriminatory level of protection for victims who are members of the 

cultures in question. (Colemen, 1996:1095, notes are not added) 

 

What is more, Renteln starts from a monolithic understanding of culture which is 

accepted as internally homogenous and static. As a result, it is believed that members 

of a cultural group are totally shaped by traditions, beliefs and norms which can 

easily be identified and cannot be challenged. Therefore, in some trials 

anthropologists or other culture experts were testified to introduce the alien culture to 

the court. Likewise, several criminal cases are analyzed in this chapter in which 

culture is accepted as a homogenous and static whole. In the end it becomes clear 

that in the name of respecting cultural diversity trials ended up with discrimination 

against women and children. As a result culture is rendered as a relief for criminals 

while resulting in the further weakening of the victims.  
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When cultural defense cases were revealed multiculturalism discussions were 

dominated by a liberal-communitarian clash. Communitarians were against liberal 

conceptions of group rights and liberals were trying to develop their own 

multiculturalist agenda. Indeed liberal multiculturalist could not foresee that cultural 

accommodations would lead to differentiated treatment in litigations. However, this 

breach of universal equality led to differentiated treatment on criminal behaviors. 

Thus, universalism and particularism remained to be mutually exclusive, either-or 

categories. To be more precise, if universal equal protection is applied, for 

communitarians it will be against cultural rights, and if cultural sensitivities in 

sentences rule out the principle of universal equality liberals will not assent. Thus 

within the limits of the liberal-communitarian debate either particular cultural rights 

or universal rights of women and children might prevail and in cultural defense cases 

the former wins the day.    

It can be depicted that, cultural defense strategy in multiculturalism has a 

communitarian stance. It suggests that members of a community should obey the 

rules and conduct the duties that are imposed on them. Just to recall McDonald, 

communitarians believe that people act in accordance with the shared understanding 

of their communities where every member has a role to play. If honor killing or 

parent child suicide for instance are part of the shared understanding of a culture, 

members have to fulfill the dictates of their communities. Thus it can be argued that, 

this emphasis on communitarian duties and inescapable dictates of culture constitute 

the basis of the cultural defense cases.     

The following sections analyze several criminal cases which ended up with 

discrimination against women and children. In all of the court decisions, offenders’ 

cultural particularity was taken into account while victims were deprived of justice.  

In the end it will be clear that states have victimized some members of the minority 

groups in the name of respecting their culture. It should be kept in mind that cultural  
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defense have been applied in criminal cases especially in US and Canada where 

minority rights have been protected constitutional 

3.2.1.1 People v. Kimura 

In the mid-1980s, US domestic courts met with oyako-shinju, a Japanese practice of 

parent child suicide. There appeared some cases in newspapers in which Asian 

American women attempted suicide taking their children with them. What is more it 

was revealed that surviving mothers did not receive any severe sentences because of 

the cultural motive behind the crime.  

Kimura case is one of them. To begin with, Fumiku Kimura was then a 32-year-old 

Japanese-American who immigrated to US 14 years ago, living in Tarzana, Los 

Angeles. On January 29, 1985, after learning that her husband had an affair with 

another woman, she took her two children, an infant daughter and a four-year-old 

boy, to Santa Monica beach where she practiced oyako-shinju. Two college students 

tried to rescue them but the children died. Kimura, for her unfortunately, lived and 

was charged with homicide. Her trial lasted one year which attracted great public 

attention.  The sentence given to the practice of oyako-shinju created a great effect 

on multiculturalism discussions because a cultural motive shaped a court decision 

threatening the lives of other Asian-American children. (Oliver, 1988) 

When the trials were made public, thousands of Japanese-Americans supported the 

cause of Kimura by sending petitions to the court arguing that oyako shinju was a 

traditional practice in Japan which was committed when the family honor was the 

case. Indeed oyako shinju is believed to be a common practice in Japan but still it is 

illegal.  The jury was convinced by the cultural information and Kimura, while she 

was charged with homicide, was found guilty of voluntary manslaughter and 

sentenced only five years of probation together with a psychiatric assistance. She had 

already served one year during the trials as a result she was released and reunited 

with her husband. (Oliver, 1988) 
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Kimura case is a well cited cultural defense example in multiculturalism discussions. 

It shows how cultural information may justify murdering of children. Parent-child 

suicide is accepted as a legitimate practice against children by the court. Indeed an 

American mother would not face the similar treatment as in her culture there is no 

equivalent practice of oyako shinju. Thus, being born in a Japanese-American family 

the children of Kimura did not have the same rights of protection.  Consequently 

every Japanese American child should be aware that they may face oyako-shinju one 

time which is justified by the courts.  

Kimura was given a light sentence because court was convinced that she obeyed the 

dictates of her culture. But who is the victim in this crime? Why court could not see 

the vulnerability of Japanese-American children vis a vis this tradition? Indeed 

Rimonte (1991) argues that cultural defense cases are “victimless crimes” in the 

sense that culture emerged as a way of ignoring a crime conducted against less 

powerful members of the communities who are not represented in the courts. 

Children of Kimura were not accepted as victims by the court as they belong to 

another cultural group which is non-Western. If they had been American the course 

of the trial would have been quite different.  

But why the court accepted the cultural defense? Indeed there is a clear 

communitarian stance in the decision. Parekh for instance mentions the difficulty of 

judging other cultures; likewise in this case the court hesitated to do so. Therefore, 

Parekh would argue that taking into account of cultural information in criminal cases 

is not problematic. Liberal multiculturalists on the other hand would not agree with 

him. Kymlicka for instance would argue that cultural practices should not be 

imposed at the expense of children’s right to live. However, he could not anticipate 

that multiculturalism can lead this kind of extremism in the courts in his formulation 

of liberal multiculturalism.  
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3.2.1.2 Marriage by Capture 

Hmong (an Asian ethnic group) minority in the US made it public that marriage by 

capture is a cultural practice which should be respected. Precisely, Hmong men are 

free to choose a bride for them to which women or girls cannot resist. In fact 

resisting is also part of this marriage ritual. Tradition says that a Hmong man marries 

a woman by capturing and then raping her. And tradition further adds that it can also 

be a girl under the age of fifteen. The role that the female body plays is continuously 

rejecting the act of capturing and assault. By resisting the marriage, women become 

virtuous and by insisting further men show how powerful husbands can they be, 

tradition declares. (Oliver, 1988; Coleman, 1996) 

Likewise, a controversial marriage by capture ritual was practiced in the US in late 

1980s. In Minnesota a girl under age of twelve was raped by a Hmong man. 

However, St. Paul's Southeast Asian Refugee Study Project informed attorney Daniel 

Hollihan about this traditional marriage showing its cultural basis. As a result 

attorney argued that the court can never understand whether the girl really rejected 

the act or she pretended to reject as part of the tradition. Thus attorney preferred a 

plea bargain and spoke with families. Victim’s family asked for “$3,000 and no jail, 

$2,000 and 60 days, or $1,000 and 90 days, to restore the family honor and pride” 

(cited from Oliver, 1988). As a result, Hmong man was not charged with raping a 

girl under 12 but punished with $1000 with no jail time. (Oliver, 1988; Coleman, 

1996) 

Marriage by capture case results in justification of sexual assault on children who 

have unknown, alien cultural backgrounds. Indeed it is accepted that Hmong culture 

allows child abuse which would be a crime if an American child faced the same 

treatment. Consequently, cultural defense resulted in application of customary law 

threatening the Hmong originated Americans. Again communitarian plea of giving 

equal worth to different cultures and accepting different standards of justice worked 

against the wellbeing of children.  
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This case shows that an underage girl may be raped in the US and the rapists may not 

be punished if there is cultural evidence of the rightfulness of the activity. Again the 

values of the offender dominated the case and protection of the victim was ignored. 

Indeed attorney did not consider the girl as a victim of rape. On the contrary he 

sought ways to solve the issue through customary law. But why children from 

different origin face differentiated treatment in the US courts? Why child protection 

law does not apply for the Asian American children? Should 

traditional/communitarian standards of justice overrule the US laws in the name of 

respecting cultural difference? If so how victims will be protected? 

Indeed Walzer would respond that justice is context-dependent. Thus we should not a 

priori believe that marriage by capture victimize children and women. Consequently, 

he would argue that attorney rightfully sought ways of solving the dispute by 

applying traditional methods. But how can we determine the value of this practice for 

the part of the victim? Why did attorney not accept the girl as victim and consulted 

the elderly members of the family to find a “just” resolution? This a priori imposition 

of culture would not be accepted by liberal multiculturalist however they also failed 

in providing protective measures against in-group vulnerabilities in their theories. 

Clearly neither Kymlicka nor Bauböck focused on power inequalities within groups 

which render their approach naïve vis a vis the claims of culture. 

3.2.1.3 People v. Chen 

Another infamous case happened in the late 1980s again in US. This case was also a 

form of cultural defense but the victim was a woman who was killed by her husband. 

People v. Chen is one of the most referred cases in cultural defense discussions 

because of the mitigation of the sentence the murderer had, as a result of the cultural 

sensitivity of the court. To begin with, in September 1986 Chen family (with three 

children) immigrated to US and started to live in New York. In the same year Dong 

Lu Chen (then 54 years old) learnt about infidelity of his wife Jian Won Chen, and 

killed her because of adultery. (Coleman, 1996) 
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During the trials court applied to an expert testimony, American anthropologist 

Burton Pasternak who enlightened them about the Chinese culture as it is unknown 

for the Americans. According to Pasternak, adultery is inacceptable in the Chinese 

culture and a Chinese man can respond harshly to the situation different from an 

American man. Precisely he mentioned that:  

Where adultery takes place, this is considered an enormous stain, much more 

so than where we take this thing normally in the course of an event. To the 

Chinese it’s a very serious matter. It reflects upon him as a person. It is a 

reflection upon his family. It is a reflection upon his ancestors and it is a 

reflection upon his prodigy. It’s a terrible stain. One to be avoided at all costs. 

Chinese act very strongly to this. The community reacts very strongly. (as 

cited from Coleman, 1996:note 52) 

 

Furthermore, he added that: 

 

the ability of the Chinese community to define values and define appropriate 

behavior compared to our own ability to do that is extraordinary. The ability 

to enforce those values and to protect themselves against deviation also is 

extraordinary. The Chinese who grows up as a person in Mainland China 

carries that in his mind. They are like voices of his community. It is very 

difficult to escape. They are very intolerant [of ] deviations from those mores, 

very intolerant, and exert enormous control over people who try to deviate. 

You carry that with you no matter where you go. Even if you can escape 

those voices, you cannot escape the information, a deviation being known to 

everyone, being known to everyone in the Chinese community either here or 

there. My Chinese friends often say, there is no wall that the wind cannot 

penetrate. These voices will be heard everywhere. (cited from Coleman, 

1996:987) 

 

This one sided and poor cultural evidence influenced the judge however to a great 

extent and in 1989 in a non-jury trial the judge decided that the crime was second 

degree manslaughter and sentenced Chen only to five years of probation. Brooklyn 

Supreme Court Justice Edward Pincus stated in the trial that: 

The court finds that the defendant had a frustrated mental aberration. It does 

not rise to the level of legal insanity, but based on cultural aspects, the effect 

of the wife’s behavior on someone who is essentially born in China, raised in 

China and took all his Chinese culture with him to the United States except 

the community which would moderate his behavior [provides reasons why]  
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the Court has found him not guilty of manslaughter in the first degree. (cited 

from Vollp, 1994:note 46) 

 

The problematic aspect of the decision is that the court only relied on testimony of an 

anthropologist who could not bring strong evidences that this kind of a crime is 

acceptable in the mainland China. For the most part what was argued by Pasternak 

was based on his personal views on Chinese culture. As a result, culture was abused 

and used as a way of justification of a crime. Unfortunately, this decision rendered 

the Chinese-American women quite weak vis-à-vis their husbands or other male 

members of their community because any punishment against a violent act can be 

mitigated by cultural reasons. 

Thus Okin rightly asks: “when a woman from a more patriarchal culture comes to the 

United States [or some other Western, basically liberal, state], why should she be less 

protected from male violence than other women are?” (1999:20) The answer is a 

form of multiculturalism which encapsulates individuals within the limits of their 

cultures. Indeed when this kind of vision of cultural plurality is applied by the 

institutions of the state it directly targets the rights of women and children. A liberal 

state can only segregate and discriminate minorities when different standards of 

justice apply to different women and children based on their group membership. 

Indeed rape and murder can be seen in almost every cultural group on earth, they are 

not necessarily cultural categories which is why women and children are protected 

constitutionally even in liberal states as well. Indeed Okin (1999:19) mentions that 

there were several cases in the history of US judiciary where murdering of a wife 

because of jealousy was mitigated. Therefore the point is not certain culturally based 

attitudes towards women and children; on the contrary it is their vulnerability that 

can be seen historically in almost every corner of the earth. As against this, crimes in 

cultural defense cases have been accepted as ‘cultural attitudes’ and communitarian 

idea that one culture should not judge the practices of the other dominated the court 

decisions.  
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This case again shows the dangers of applying communitarian justice in multicultural 

dilemmas. Why should US courts impose Chinese culture on its minority population 

as if there were single, homogenous and easily identifiable culture of the mainland 

China? Do only Western originated American women deserve gender equality? For 

Pincus the answer would be yes as he started with a communitarian analysis that 

Asian Americans are aliens with their totally different and unknown cultures who 

need alternative standard of justice. Consequently, he did not judge the alien Chinese 

culture, a necessity which was mentioned by Parekh.  

3.2.1.4  R. v. Lucien 

A rather recent case of cultural defense was reported in Montreal, Canada. An 

eighteen year old girl was raped by two Haitian men. Offenders Patrick Lucien (23) 

and Evens Shannon (22) committed sexual assault on M. O. on 11 July, 1996 in 

Montreal. They found guilty of gang rape to which normally a sentence from four to 

fourteen years is given. However, based on cultural specificities, judge Monique 

Dubreuil sentenced them 18 months to be served in the community service. (Phillips, 

2003; Fournier, 2002)  

Debruil stated in the trial that: 

In this case, the absence of remorse of the two accused seems to me to arise 

more from a particular cultural context with regard to relations with women 

than to a real problem of a sexual nature. … [C]onsidering their age, their 

social integration, the fact that they have no previous criminal record, and the 

special circumstances of the case, I believe that by making an order for a 

conditional sentence served in the community, the safety of the community 

would not be endangered. The follow-up of a security agent will allow them 

to change their mentality towards women and thus gain a better sense of 

responsibility. (cited from Fournier, 2002:10-11, emphasis in original) 

Clearly for judge sexual assault can be tolerated because unfortunately it is the way 

alien cultures treat their women. This is however a total justification of sexual assault 

based on cultural reasons. Indeed sexual abuse is not something novel in the Western 

societies and not became known through the practices of illiberal minority cultures.  
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This is why in Canadian law sexual assault is a crime. Laws based on equal 

protection of all should not allow cultures to rape women, because then all protective 

measures will be meaningless. At this point Rimonte’s argument should be recalled 

that  

[women and children] were not seen as victims, either by their native 

cultures, which allowed both the rapist and the killer to explain away their  

actions as culturally acceptable, or by the American [and Canadian] courts 

that accepted the assailants' defenses (1991:1312).  

What would scholars of multiculturalism argue? Precisely both Walzer and Parekh 

would suggest that gang rape is terrible event but it may be a reflection of certain 

cultural attitude vis a vis women. Consequently, they would find the decision right as 

they would argue that shared understanding of communities establishes the standards 

of justice. As against this, liberals would totally reject these claims because of the 

idea of priority of individual rights.  

But can liberal-communitarian dichotomy provide a solution to these problematic 

applications of multiculturalism? So far, this study has showed that liberal-

communitarian cleavage establishes an either-or situation. When communitarian 

measures are applied they victimize women and children. But how can state 

institutions respond to the claims of culture in a legitimate way? Are mere arguments 

for the ontological priority of individualism sufficient in the era of politics of cultural 

difference? Is it possible to establish standards of justice on which people can agree? 

To respond these questions next part will try to explore alternative ideas trying to 

overcome liberal-communitarian dichotomy on justice.  

3.2.1.5 Assessing the Claims of Cultural Defense: Domination of the Cultural 

Community  

Why cultural defense is so problematic? Why is it challenging to allow communities 

to impose their particular standards of justice on their members? Why should women 

and children be protected by universal laws? According to Benhabib (2005:88): 
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The attempt on the part of liberal courts to do justice to cultural pluralism and 

to the varieties of immigrants’ cultural experiences has led to the increased 

vulnerability of the weakest members of these groups –namely women and 

children. [They]… are denied the full protection of the US [and other 

domestic] laws because their legal identity is defined first and foremost in 

light of their membership in their communities of origin.  

 

Indeed legal identity as Benhabib puts is where a liberal state is supposed be 

difference blind. Equality before the law suggests that individuals will be treated in 

an undifferentiated manner regardless of their ethnic, religious, racial backgrounds. 

For the supporters of cultural defense courts should take into consideration the 

specific aspects of the crimes, i.e. the cultural context that might me a motive behind 

the crime, to provide justice. They argue that cultural particularities should be 

considered because criminal actions have cultural backgrounds. Clearly, culture 

shapes and controls many aspects of our lives including personal and familial 

relations, eating and drinking habits and so on; but what about crimes? 

Children are among the most important members of both the nation and the 

community. They are the future members of their groups and thus the guarantee of 

the survival of the particular identities. In that sense in both customary and domestic 

laws they are accepted as “mini citizens” (Van Praagh, 1998) or mini members of 

their groups. Thus their proper education and enculturation are among the greatest 

interests of both the nation and the community.  

On the contrary, children are among the weakest groups of human collectivities as 

they are dependent on their families or other adult people to survive. Decisions are 

taken on their behalf like what kind of education they will take. What is more, issues 

like suicide or marriage are also decided by the family and/or community members 

as the Kimura and Hmong cases shows. Because of this vulnerability both domestic 

and international measures are taken in the sense of child protection laws.  

Likewise, women are historically become very much vulnerable in almost all over 

the world in terms of domestic violence, honor killings and sexual abuse. Precisely,  
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women have always faced ill-treatment in almost every society until certain 

protective measures have been taken. Like the child protection laws, rights of the 

women have been protected by both domestic law of the western liberal democracies 

and by international measures. In that sense 1979 The United Nations Convention on 

the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) is one of  

the clear examples of these international concerns together with Declaration on the 

Elimination of Violence against Women adopted in the UN General Assembly in 

1993. The cases presented earlier however show that states in some occasions may 

disregard the fundamental rights of their citizens including right to life in the name of 

respecting cultural pluralism. It is necessary at this point to ask: can right to life of a 

child or a woman be ignored because of cultural reasons? To put the other way 

should liberal states allow murdering of children and women just because their 

murderers belong to non-western, unknown cultures?  

Should liberal multicultural states condone sexual assault and gang rape because 

these are the ways members of some minority cultures treat women and young girls? 

Can sexual abuse and honor killing/suicide be accepted as cultural practices, if so do 

they deserve respect? Indeed, it is not the task of this study to judge and evaluate 

traditions and cultural values. On the contrary, this study asks where and how the 

limits of the notion of enculturation in criminal cases should be drawn.  

According to Katha Pollitt (1999:29) “the cultural rights argument works best for 

cultures that most Americans know comparatively little about: cultures that in our 

ignorance we can imagine as stable, timeless, ancient, lacking in internal conflict, 

premodern.” It can be argued that in all four cases information about the culture in 

question was quite poor and sentences were based on unreliable sources. Ignorance 

in that sense victimized women and children and it is still threatening them. It is 

indeed quite difficult to define to what extent culture shapes individuals. And it is 

also impossible to understand how valuable and acceptable the traditions in these 

cases like marriage by capture in the lives of individuals. 
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Both mother-child suicide and marriage by capture cases are clear proofs of how 

children can be victimized as a result of cultural sensitivities of the courts. Precisely 

courts took into account the importance of enculturation as Renteln puts. However, 

too much focus on enculturation resulted in the ignorance of child protection law.  

Precisely, children’s rights were infringed and were smashed by community values 

and shared understandings. It is clear that the so called traditions of immigrants were 

prioritized over the rights of children which are under the protection of both domestic 

and international law. What is more, it became clear that judges, attorneys and juries 

can easily be convinced by cultural evidence even though based on poor knowledge. 

As a result, in the name of multiculturalism western courts officially imposed culture 

on the lives of children and closed the door on escaping abuse and ill-treatment.   

Multiculturalism applied in this sense however can only lead further suffering of 

women and children under certain cultural practices. Rather than re-imposing 

particular values, which have already been dictated by the community, states should 

provide environment for the vulnerable members to escape discrimination. As a 

result states should not curb the alternative of exiting the tradition.  

Marriage by capture can be a tradition in certain places in the world. What is more, 

for some people, including women it can be a proper way of behaving. Obviously in 

unofficial manner traditions already rule the lives of the individuals. Certain customs, 

cultural practices and beliefs already put women in a weaker position threatening 

their lives and wellbeing. As a result cultural communities do have their power of 

imposing their customary law. This means that communities do not usually provide 

exit options, i.e. exit out of the culture. As against this, domestic courts should not 

discriminate victims and treat them differently as if having different cultural 

backgrounds justifies being killed, raped and abused. 

Consequently, this study argues that states should provide protective measures and 

equal treatment to women and children because they are already facing  
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discrimination and ill-treatment in their cultures. Whether or not members of cultural 

communities found it necessary, states, or multicultural institutions should provide 

an alternative treatment, an alternative in the sense of culture-less and identity-less, 

as customary law inevitably operates in daily life. This identity-less environment is 

necessary because only in this way rape or murdering a child can be accepted as a 

crime regardless of cultural backgrounds. Otherwise, we will find ourselves in a 

never-ending questioning of the values or superiority of some traditions over others, 

a vicious circle of cultural relativism. Thus the question is how to find universal 

principles, how to apply them? 

Indeed from a communitarian point of view these cases would not represent a point 

of argument. For instance Parekh and Walzer would argue that cultural defense 

should apply as people have different moral visions based on the society they grew 

up. They would argue that intercultural dialogue should govern the affairs and liberal 

principles of justice should not be imposed a priori. Thus a contextual approach 

would be advocated to avoid imposition of the Universalist claims of the liberal state. 

Likewise, Kukathas would argue that liberal state should remain indifferent to the 

cultural practices if they are valuable for the members of the community. He would 

maintain that liberal state has no goal of criticizing cultural practices as it is a neutral 

body. Thus liberal courts dos not aim at considering the wellbeing of women and 

children at the expense of culture. Rather, Kukathas would suggest that courts should 

respect the value and the meaning of the practices. However, being indifferent to the 

claims of culture results in being indifferent to the suffering of some group members.  

These approaches however disregard the in-group vulnerabilities of women and 

children. As a result in the name of respecting cultural diversity, violent acts were 

interpreted as a pretext which benefited the criminals but further victimized the 

victims. Clearly, women and children are the weakest group members and imposing 

cultural beliefs can only result in further weakening of them.  
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Liberal multiculturalists like Bauböck and Kymlicka as a result, would argue that 

cultural defense results in violation of the basic rights of the minority group members 

thus; should not be permitted. They would claim that equal protection of all citizens 

and non-citizen residents by the law should be granted. Thus, victims should be 

provided the same legal protections as the members of the mainstream society would 

receive under same conditions. 

However, liberal multiculturalist do not question the ways that universal protective 

measures can be taken. On the contrary, they take liberal universalism for granted. 

But is this sufficient? How can we prove that liberal values are universal? How can 

we ensure that liberal values will not become an imposition? To put another way 

how can we legitimize universal principles? 

One way of legitimizing universalism can be found in deliberative democracy model 

of Benhabib. To begin with, most of the problems in the cultural defense cases are 

resulted from the rigid, monolithic and one-sided readings of the traditions that are 

allegedly led to the emergence of criminal behaviors. As against this, there should be 

competing definitions of the practices.  

For instance, in people v. Chen court accepted only one testimony, suggesting that 

honor killing is a legitimate practice in China. A rigid definition of the Chinese 

culture was thus imposed on women in hearings. It was also a warning for other 

Chinese immigrants that US courts support honor killing as part of their culture. 

As against the problematic representation of the culture in the cases and non-

representation of women and children, Benhabib would argue that value of the 

cultural practices should be discussed publicly to understand the real motive behind 

the criminal acts. Public deliberation should include every individual or group that 

are and can possibly be affected from the decisions of the court. Parties involved in 

the discussion need to support their reasons and explain the importance of the 

criminal behavior in their cultures. This is quite important because as it was seen  
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victims were not represented in the courts; on the contrary certain definitions of 

culture were imposed upon them. As against this, deliberative democracy can create 

opportunities for competing readings of the cultural practices which would result in 

just sentences. At least after comprehensive discussions judges would not readily 

ignore the vulnerabilities of women and children. Consequently, equal protection of 

minority women and children can gain a legitimate ground with the help of public 

discussions.  

In addition joint governance model can also be helpful in providing some 

institutional mechanisms to cultural defense cases. Joint governance model is 

developed largely for the religiously related cases. However its basic consideration 

can be helpful in correcting the deficiencies of the courts. For instance, in the 

marriage by capture case attorney consulted the victims’ family to find a relevant 

sentence. Thus criminal was judged in accordance with the customary law of the 

community. However there should also be a judgment by a domestic court based on 

the domestic law. As a result, Shachar would argue that no-monopoly rule and 

reversal points could be supplementing mechanisms. Customary law should not be 

accepted as the only option for a meaningful judgment which results in a monopoly 

and domination of the cultural community. On the contrary, there should be judicial 

reviews and victim should have the right to ask for a trial based on the domestic law. 

Still it should be kept in mind that it is quite difficult to achieve ideals of deliberation 

and establish institutional designs of joint governance just because they represent an 

ideal imagination of justice. For instance it is highly problematic for women in 

illiberal communities to take part in public debates and support their cause with 

convincing reasonable arguments. As Young (1996) mentions communication act is 

very much shaped by culture and there are severe differences between men and 

women in their ways of communicating. In that sense, reasonable argumentation 

which is supported by deliberative democracy may benefit males in western liberal 

societies while weakening women especially in non-western communities. What is  
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more, deliberative democracy cannot ensure proper representation of children in 

public debates. Who will speak on behalf of children for instance is not specified by 

Benhabib. Consequently, again women and children may be mis-represented in 

deliberation process.  

Likewise, joint governance may fail in providing real choice options for vulnerable 

group members. Women will certainly face community pressure to choose customary 

law and to prove their solidarity most women will probably apply to customary law 

measures. What is more, again children may face problems of representation. Who 

will protect their rights and who will choose the standard of justice on their behalf?  

Despite these problems, this study argues that these approaches can be helpful in 

multiculturalism discussions. They can allow us transcend the either-or categories in 

liberalism-particularism debate. Consequently they allow us reconsider justice, 

which is limited neither to liberal universalism nor to the shared communitarian 

values.   

3.2.2 Religious Symbols in Schools 

Like its implementation, multiculturalism’s retreat has also resulted in problems 

again for the vulnerable groups in minority communities. This study argues that one 

of the reasons of the retreat of multiculturalism is identity crisis the liberal states face 

vis a vis huge minority populations. What Ayalet Shachar identifies as the reactive 

culturalism resulted in the rigid readings of the basic constitutional norms like 

neutrality and secularism. As a result when liberal states face with a threat of 

redefinition of the national or republican identities, they reacted severely. It should 

be remembered the recent assertion of nationality in Dutch politics for instance. It 

has been clearly stated by the government that society may change because of 

immigration but it is ultimately “Dutch”.  

As it was mentioned before, survival instinct of the states have resulted in imposition 

of rigid and conservative definitions of citizenship. Precisely, the cases elaborated  
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below will show the homogenization efforts of two liberal states: France and 

Germany. In French case Muslim students were stigmatized, and in German case an 

instructor faces discrimination. In both situations Muslim women and girls are turned 

into markers of backwardness which does not fit into the western identity of the 

society and should be eliminated. 

 

3.2.2.1 Affair du Foulard 

Education is one of the most contentious areas in multicultural disputes. Especially 

for more than two decades religious symbols have become quite problematic in 

public education. Likewise, a case in France which is commonly known as affair du 

foulard of 1989 attracted a great deal of attention in multiculturalism discussions. To 

begin with, in a lower secondary school in Creil, three Muslim girls were expulsed 

because of wearing an Islamic headscarf. Although it was compromised between the 

school administrators and parents, for the girls to go to school unveiled; Fatima, 

Leila, and Samira insisted not to take their headscarves off. It was made known that 

the girls were encouraged by M. Daniel Youssuf Leclerq, a former president of 

National Federation of Muslims in France. (Benhabib, 2008) 

The affair which happened on October 19, 1989 started a controversy which would 

last for decades. Indeed when the case happened there was no clear way of 

approaching the issue. As a result on November 4, 1989 ministry of education asked 

for opinion to Conseil d’Etat (the highest administrative court of France) It was 

issued that: 

…pupils wearing signs in schools by which they manifest their affiliation to a 

particular religion is not in itself incompatible with the principle of secularism 

in so far as it constitutes the exercise of the freedom of expression and 

manifestation of religious beliefs, but that this freedom should not allow 

pupils to display signs of religious affiliation, which, inherently, in the 

circumstances in which they are worn, individually or collectively, or 

conspicuously or as a means of protest, might constitute a form of pressure, 

provocation, proselytism or propaganda, undermine the dignity or freedom of 

the pupil or other members of the educational community, compromise their  
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health or safety, disrupt the conduct of teaching activities and the educational 

role of the teachers, or, lastly, interfere with order in the school or the normal 

functioning of the public service. (cited from the European Court of Human 

Rights [ECHR], Dogru v. France, 2008:7) 

The regulation concerning the permission of wearing religious signs was stated in the 

point 3 of the opinion as:  

 

The disciplinary authorities shall decide, subject to the scrutiny of the 

administrative courts, whether the wearing by a pupil, on the premises of a 

state school or other educational establishment, of a sign of religious 

affiliation in breach of one of the conditions posited in point 1 [stated above] 

of this opinion or the school's internal rules constitutes a breach justifying the 

institution of disciplinary proceedings and the application, after compliance 

with the safeguards instituted by such proceedings and the rights of the 

defence, of one of the penalties provided for in the applicable provisions, one 

of which may be suspension from the school. (cited from ECHR, Dogru v. 

France, 2008:7) 

As a result Conseil D’Etat did not write clear guidelines to help instructors, school 

administrators and students. This however led to the increase of tension between both 

sides and numerous cases were held by Conseil d’Etat. In this process to help 

teachers and school administrator for the management of the manifestation of 

religious symbols, Ministry of Education published circulars, one of them being 

Bayrou guidelines. In 1994 Minister of Education Francois Bayrou issued a circular 

in which it is stated that discreet religious symbols are allowed in schools, veil being 

not one of them. This can be defined as the first victory of the republic against the 

Muslim community. This decision had also shaped the legal decisions concerning 

expulsions. In 1996 for instance Conseil d’Etat decided for the expulsions of twenty-

three Muslim girls from their schools. At this point it should be noted that from 1989 

to 1994 only eight of 49 cases Conseil d’Etat supported the school administration, 

and in the rest it rejected the expulsion of the students from their schools. (Joppke, 

2007) 
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As Joppke (2007) mentions, French state under the fear of losing its republican 

identity established a commission to investigate the problem of religious symbols in 

schools. In December 2003 Stasi commission (under the leadership of Bernard Stasi) 

prepared a report which states the concerns about the integration problems of the 

minority communities. The report argues that ghettoization of the society created 

resentment for the immigrant populations against the founding values of the 

mainstream French society like secularism. Since newcomers could not be included 

into the society they turned to be the enemies of the French republican identity. As a 

result it is stated that: 

In this context it is natural that many of our fellow citizens demand the 

restoration of Republican authority and especially in schools. It is with these 

threats in mind and in the light of the values of our Republic that we have 

formulated the proposals set out in this report. ... [Regarding the headscarf, 

the report states that] for the school community ... the visibility of a religious 

sign is perceived by many as contrary to the role of school, which should  

remain a neutral forum and a place where the development of critical faculties 

is encouraged. It also infringes the principles and values that schools are there 

to teach, in particular, equality between men and women. (cited from ECHR, 

Dogru v. France, 2008:5)  

 

This means that government chose a rigid definition of the French identity. It 

opposes any possibility of change in the definition of the Frenchness as a result 

becomes reactive culturalist. And ideal appearance of the society is selected by the 

state and imposed over the members despite huge cultural differences among people. 

At this point however it should be asked to what extent can French republicanism be 

a common ground or a common identity for individuals? Indeed, there can be other 

options like redefining the identity of the society that includes every individual. The 

problem is that by applying reactive culturalist or nationalist definitions of French 

identity the state curbs any possibility of redefining the boundaries of inclusion, i.e. 

toleration.   

Returning back to the affair du foulard, in March 2004 it was decided in the 

parliament that “in public elementary, middle and high schools, the wearing of signs  
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or clothing which conspicuously manifests students’ religious affiliations is 

prohibited.” (Weil, 2008/2009:2699) Thus, republic won the battle on the public 

education against religious communities. It can be argued that, in 1989, France was 

keener on accepting its multicultural identity. On the other hand as it was written in 

the Stasi report minorities have created a threat to the republican values of France. 

This is indeed clear imposition of a rigid interpretation of republican identity over the 

immigrants. Clearly it was mentioned earlier in this chapter that between 1981 and 

1986 France adhered to right to difference but later xenophobia increased 

dramatically in domestic politics. Consequently the survival of the national 

community has been prioritized.  

The problem in affair du foulard is not the mere “appearance of foulard” but a shift 

in the interpretation of it. It is clear that significance and meaning of the veil was not 

discussed with the students as Benhabib (2002) puts the matter. On the contrary they 

were readily accepted as a threat to the republican ideas. After the 1989 decision of 

Conseil D’Etat, France has become more conservative in its definitions of republican 

values. One of the basic reasons in this shift is the perceived threat of dissolution of 

ideal Frenchness. This national anxiety of France, however, resulted in stigmatization 

of veiled women and girls as pre-modern and backward.  

Indeed headscarves can be accepted as the domination of the religious community 

over the lives of the Muslim women. It may be a sign of the subordination of women 

to the male members of their community. The point of argument however is not the 

possible meanings of the veiling itself but its selective and rigid interpretation as a 

threat to the wellbeing of the French society. Clearly, France was not fighting for the 

emancipation of her immigrant Muslim women. On the contrary she was fighting to 

“republicanize” them under the fear of losing the French identity. At this point 

Benhabib (2002) argues that France should have allowed the students to better 

express their motives, as it is the republican school which taught them to defend their 

rights. On the contrary, students were not included to the public discussions. 
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French headscarf affair covers several aspects of contemporary political debates in 

liberal democracies. It includes issues like secularism, public-private dichotomy, 

state neutrality and public education. Consequently, there are many aspects of the 

issue which is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, especially based on the 

conclusions of the Stasi report, it can be argued that re-establishing French 

republican identity is one of the major questions. It can be depicted that students with 

headscarves are represented as open threats to the French society. Consequently, this 

study argues that one of the aims of the regulation is to eradicate multicultural 

accommodations in public schools.  

For communitarian multiculturalists this is an unacceptable case. But precisely their 

multiculturalism project which prioritizes collective demands over individual rights 

led to the emergence of reactive culturalism in the west. Clearly both Parekh and 

Walzer rejected universal rights of individuals. They stressed the importance of 

group membership and rights deriving from it. However, too much focus on 

community rights of minorities has fostered community values rhetoric of the nations 

including the assertion of the so called shared values like secularism and 

republicanism. Communitarian multiculturalists did not anticipate this trend in 

multiculturalism. Likewise liberal multiculturalist would not support French policies 

on immigrants as they are discriminated and stigmatized. Kymlicka and Bauböck 

would argue that freedom of religion and conscience should be protected and 

minority religious groups should not be represented as threats to the society. But 

neither communitarians nor liberals would provide a way to reverse the situation in 

their theories of multiculturalism.  

3.2.2.2 Ludin Case 

Another problematic case took place in Germany as a result of the decline of a 

teacher’s job application because of her veil in Baden-Wüttenberg. Fereshta Ludin 

who was born in 1972 in Afghanistan, Kabul immigrated to Germany in 1987 and 

became a citizen in 1995. In 1998 she passed the examination to become teacher but  
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Stuttgart higher school authority rejected her appointment because of her refusal to 

wear off the headscarf. (Joppke, 2007) 

As a result she appealed to several courts but this decision was approved by the 

administrative courts and finally constitutional court hearings were held in 2002-

2003, the court ruled that “There is no sufficiently definite statutory basis in the 

current law of the Land (state) Baden-Württemberg for a prohibition on teachers 

wearing a headscarf at school and in lessons.” (The Federal Constitutional Court, 

[BVerfG] 2013). In addition it is stated in the decision that “Social change, which is 

associated with increasing religious plurality, may be the occasion for the legislature 

to redefine the admissible degree of religious references permitted at school.” 

(BVerfG, 2013). 

The court did not find any legal basis to restrict headscarves in German states. 

However as a result of the second point of the court, several Lands started to 

implement new wearing codes. But most of them are anti-veiling legislations 

meaning that it only applies for the veiled instructors. Different from the French case 

this is not against every religious symbol but targets only the Islamic headscarf as a 

result it totally discriminates Muslim immigrants.  

At this point it is argued by Christine Langenfeld and Sarah Mohsen (2005:91) that 

The new state regulations…mostly interpret the head scarf as a political 

symbol that contravenes fundamental constitutional values. Thus, the state 

arrogates to itself a unilateral right to define the garment’s meaning without 

reference to the motivation of the individual teacher. Her fundamental right to 

religious freedom is disregarded even in those cases in which the teacher is 

wearing the head scarf purely for personal religious reasons and poses no 

threat to the fundamental rights of pupils and their parents or to school peace.  

Likewise Benhabib would try to find out the motive behind the teacher’s behavior. 

And she would criticize the decisions of the German lands as they discriminated 

Muslim women. Clearly motives behind the veil were reimagined by the states as a 

threat to the society. Indeed veils were not found illegal by the constitutional court, 
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however again reactive culturalism came to the scene which aims at excluding those 

who are imagined as threats.   

One of the main reasons behind the anti-veiling regulations is state neutrality in 

public education. However the fact that it only applies for headscarf as a religious 

symbol, leads us to question the very neutrality of the regulations themselves. 

Unilateral acts of the states in both cases in the determination of the meaning of the 

veils are very much problematic. Indeed states did not choose to debate why veiling 

in public schools is not acceptable. As a result it can be argued that dialogical 

approach of multiculturalism has been eliminated under the reactive culturalist 

attitudes by the states. Consequently both liberal and communitarian multiculturalists 

would react against this. Clearly Parekh mentions intercultural dialogue is necessary 

to understand the value of certain cultural practices. Indeed Germany failed in this 

kind of dialogue process; rather the country readily stigmatized Muslim women. 

Likewise Kymlicka and Bauböck would argue that freedom of conscience is violated 

in this case which should be reversed in order not to discriminate religious 

minorities. As in the French case however neither liberals nor communitarians 

foresee the emergence of reactive culturalism in national politics. Thus they failed in 

providing a solution. But where can we find the solution to this problem? The next 

part will try to analyze this point. 

3.2.2.3 Assessing Anti-Veiling Legislations: Domination of the Political 

Community 

Anti-veiling legislations have been clear examples of the backlash of multicultural 

policies. States, under the fear of Islamization and radicalization started to define 

rigidly their identity categories. In that sense, veiled women have become clear 

targets of western liberal societies including France and Germany as their image does 

not fit into the ideal womanhood in these countries. Indeed the problem lies here: 

both the nation and the community have an ideal image of women and young girls 

and they have become so strict in their definitions that Muslim communities and  
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western societies have become mutually exclusive categories. But who defines how a 

proper German or French woman should look like? Why western liberal nation states 

could not accommodate Islam and veiled Muslim women?  

Indeed secularization has a long history which is beyond the limits of this study. 

What is important however is that the boundaries of inclusion have not been so strict 

as they are now and interpretation of the religious symbols has not always been the 

same. Clearly, French Conseil d’Etat was not keen on punishing students with 

religious symbols in the initial incidents. And initially the cases were accepted as 

non-provocative and tolerable. On the contrary, the discourse on religious symbols 

has changed and French government officials found it necessary to restore the 

republican values which have been threatened. Although religious symbols were not 

accepted that much problematic, within decades interpretation of the veils has 

changed.  

Likewise, in Germany restrictions on religious symbols almost cover Islamic 

headscarf. This means that although other religions can be tolerated Islam interpreted 

to be a threat for the wellbeing of school children. Like in the French case German 

constitutional court initially found no legal problem for a teacher to work with an 

Islamic veil. However, the interpretation of Islamic headscarf has become stricter and 

xenophobic which resulted in changes in education legislations. Consequently, what 

is seen as a threat very much shapes the multiculturalist policies of the countries. If 

threat is perceived to be too big, then multiculturalism retreats and is replaced by 

extreme-nationalist, xenophobic redefinitions of the “national” identities. As a result 

boundaries of inclusion are drawn based on strict interpretations of the national 

identity.  

As against these tensions in liberal states communitarian multiculturalists would 

argue that anti-veiling legislations should be annulled to avoid exclusion and 

stigmatization. They would argue that these legal arrangements reflect derogatory 

views on minority cultural practices. Indeed Parekh argues that “A weakly held  
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society feels threatened by differences and lacks the confidence and the willingness 

to welcome and live with them [i.e. minorities]” (2000:196). As a result he would 

argue that anti-veiling laws are the reflection of an anxiety of dissolution of the 

political community. 

Likewise liberal multiculturalists would argue that if veiling and other religious 

symbols are not threat to the constitution they should be allowed. As such Bauböck 

and Kymlicka would maintain that right to religion should be fostered in these cases. 

However the problem is how to understand whether religious symbols are threats to 

the public order. Clearly, French state decided that headscarves are against French 

republican values. But who defines republicanism in France and who gives 

headscarves a political meaning? Likewise although veiling was found constitutional 

in Germany, lands decided to change their dress codes in order not to accommodate 

Islamic headscarves. 

As a result, again motives of the parties should be analyzed clearly. At this point 

Benhabib (2002) argues that what lacks in headscarf ban in France is dialogue with 

the students. She suggests that students’ motives were never grasped and the issue 

was not discussed in a public deliberation equally open to all participants affected 

from the situation. Thus Benhabib would argue that public deliberation is the ideal 

way of understanding different and possible meanings of headscarf cases. However, 

without understanding the possible reasons behind the acts of the Muslim students 

and instructors, they were stigmatized. It was argued that Muslim minorities with 

their headscarves are threats to the wellbeing of the liberal republican values which 

resulted in the imposition of certain idealization of the political community over the 

minority populations. Thus before stigmatizing students and instructors as against the 

public order, meaning of their acts should be revealed. 

What kind of a deliberation should this be? As it was mentioned before, Benhabib 

suggests equal participation of all parties who may affect from the issue. 

Consequently, both Muslim girls and school administration should contribute to  
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public discussions. In this way, republican values and perceptions of threat can 

discussed together with the motives behind insisting to wear headscarves. Hence, 

both parties can grasp each other’s concerns. It may be difficult to reach a consensus; 

nevertheless as Benhabib mentions public deliberation may eradicate stigmatizing 

the others. 

Can this ideal speech situation be achieved? As it was mentioned before, deliberative 

democracy has some pitfalls. Can women and young girls from patriarchal 

communities express and advocate themselves? How deliberative democracy can 

assure that argumentative communication will not put them in a disadvantaged 

position in public speeches? Consequently, deliberative democracy may further 

weaken vulnerable members of religious communities.   

3.3 Conclusion 

This study showed that first wave multiculturalism failed in grasping probable 

consequences of multiculturalist accommodations. Clearly, theories of 

multiculturalism until late 1990s were limited in their agenda. It can be argued that 

the only focus was on citizenship models that clash with liberal ideal of equal 

treatment. In that sense, although some scholars like Parekh argued that 

multiculturalism is beyond the scope of liberalism; others like Bauböck argued that 

liberal universalism can be reconciled with multiculturalist particularism. This 

liberal-communitarian dichotomy however neglected the possible shortcomings of 

multiculturalist accommodation like in-group injustices.  

As against this, by mid-1980s it has become clear that multiculturalism can pose 

danger to the wellbeing of women and children. As a result of public discussions and 

problematic court decisions including cultural defense, affair du foulard and Islamic 

Arbitration Courts, second wave literature has emerged to respond these challenges. 

Hence, liberal-communitarian dichotomy is tried to be overcome by new approaches 

which are sensitive to the claims of both communities and vulnerable members.  
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Consequently, multiculturalism discussions moved from equality between groups to 

equality within groups starting from late 1999s.  

However it should also be asked to what extend second wave literature can meet the 

challenges? Indeed, as it was discussed in this chapter, both joint-governance and 

deliberative democracy can be helpful in cultural defense and headscarf affairs. In 

cultural defense cases for instance, culture was accepted as a static, homogenous 

entity which cannot change. As against this, Benhabib’s public deliberation may 

reveal that cultural practices and their values are context dependent and may change 

over time. What is more, domestic courts and customary law remained as either/or 

categories in cultural defense cases. As against this, Shachar’s approach of joint-

governance may suggest that domestic and customary law could share jurisdictions 

for fair resolutions.  

Likewise, in headscarf affairs, Muslim teachers and students were stigmatized and 

were declared as the enemies of the national values. However, as Benhabib (2002) 

mentions public deliberations could provide the opportunity to understand the 

meaning behind veiling. What is more, communication could also reveal why Islam 

is seen as irreconcilable with national values; or it might reveal what the shared 

values of French and German societies are concerning women and young girls? In 

that sense, this study argues that if veil had not been defined as a threat to occidental 

and republican values, it would be accommodated.  

For the resolution of the multicultural conflicts this study argues that it is necessary 

to be sensitive to the claims of cultural groups and vulnerabilities of women and 

children at the same time. Consequently, in accommodating group rights it is 

necessary to seek for the protection of the rights of women and children. Thus, 

particular claims of justice should be reconciled with universal rights of in-group 

minorities. Is this not what liberal multiculturalists argue? Indeed, not.  
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This study does not recognize a priori that certain practices are irreconcilable as they 

are not liberal. For instance, veiling was not defined essentially as an object of 

women’s subordination to men, customs and religion in this study. Or, it does not 

suggest that either universal or particular standards should apply in case of conflict. 

On the contrary, this study shows that in some cultural encounters both liberal states 

and illiberal communities victimize women and children because their well-being has 

been subordinated to group interests. As a result this study tries to overcome this 

situation by also overcoming liberal-communitarian dichotomy as a response.   

This study suggests that we still need multiculturalist accommodations, despite the 

failures, because otherwise minorities will be assimilated or excluded in the society. 

However, certain protective measures should be taken so that vulnerable group 

members do not become victims. Consequently, it is necessary to have universal 

justice norms concerning women and children. But how these norms can be achieved 

so that universalism does not become an imposition? 

Indeed, deliberative democracy can be an alternative way of legitimizing universality 

of protective measures. With the help of public deliberation, general principles of 

protective measures can be achieved and joint governance can be helpful in its 

application. It is clear that in almost every community, women and children are 

weaker members. Until feminist attacks, liberal states were also discriminating 

women. Women suffrage, as one of the obvious examples of participation of women 

in public life, was not adopted in France until the mid-20
th

 century. In addition, 

violence and abuse against women and children can still be seen all over the world 

which is why there are universal protective measures. Consequently, ill-treatment 

against women and children are beyond cultural perspectives. They face violence, 

abuse and honor killing in different parts of the world; thus, describing crimes as 

cultural heritages obscures the vulnerabilities of women and children. Clearly, in 

public deliberations these issues can be discussed. Through discussions, it can be 

proved that victimization of women and children are not cultural specificities.  
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Consequently, deliberative democracy can show the legitimate motive behind the 

claims of universal rights.  

Still it should be kept in mind that, both ideal public deliberation and competitive 

jurisdictional mechanisms are ideals of the theoretical discussions and it is hard to 

move them to the empirical realm. Still, if they apply, they can be more successful in 

protecting vulnerable groups than the mere liberal and communitarian approaches.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

This study aimed at analyzing the effects of multiculturalism on women and children 

inhabiting in Western liberal societies. Without doubt multiculturalism is one of the 

serious debates of our time. Its history goes back to late 1960s when non-western 

immigrants emerged as a social problem for liberal states. As it was mentioned in 

this study, there is a common immigration trend among western liberal societies 

which is marked by huge immigrant flow from non-western world in post-1945 era. 

It became clear by 1960s and 1970s that these new immigrants were unlikely to 

assimilate into the mainstream society; nor were they likely to return back to their 

home countries as it was once believed.  Indeed, assimilation lost its popularity as it 

was seen as an offense against human dignity (Joppke, 1996) thus; new policy 

options were searched for. The solution came with multiculturalism which aims at 

respecting cultural diversity and creating social harmony. One of the early responses 

came from US and Canada as this study showed. United States applied affirmative 

action programs targeting the minority groups including Hispanics and Asians 

starting with late 1960s. In addition, in early 1970s multiculturalism was adopted as 

an official policy in Canada for the inclusion of minority groups to the dominant 

society. 

Since then there have been numerous academic discussions, and political struggles 

concerning the issue. Especially in late 1980s and 1990s multiculturalism was largely 

discussed by important amount of scholars. In these decades arguments generally 

revolved around the issue of collective rights and differentiated treatment which had 

been ignored by liberal universalist aspirations. Consequently, liberal-communitarian 

paradigm dominated the multiculturalist agenda in the initial theoretical debates.    
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However, with the implementation of multiculturalist policies in North America, 

Australia and Western Europe several problematic aspects have become apparent.  

Clearly, some cultural behaviors and practices remained too ‘alien’ to be absorbed by 

the western liberal societies like polygamy and forced marriages. What is more, 

Sharia courts have been demanded by Muslim groups and cultural defense has been 

adopted in some criminal cases including honor killing. Liberal states have also 

challenged minority rights especially with anti-veiling legislations. Specifically, 

Muslim minorities have faced discriminatory and derogatory treatment. As a result, 

initial euphoria of embracing all cultures equally has been replaced by a more 

cautious attitude towards cultural plurality within decades.  

These problematic encounters of cultures have mostly affected women and children 

and in the name of protecting inequality between cultures; multiculturalism has 

ended up with fostering in-group inequalities. Accordingly, this study elaborated 

several immigrant crime cases including parent-child suicide, forced marriage, honor 

killing and rape. In all of these cases courts under the pretext of cultural sensitivity 

mitigated the sentences and ignored the rights of the victims who were women and 

children. What is more, in some liberal states multiculturalism has been denounced 

in order to re-promote national, republican or western identities. One of the clear 

examples of these situations is headscarf legislation as it was elaborated in this study. 

As a result of these policies especially Muslim teachers and students have been 

stigmatized.  

But why multiculturalism has ended up with victimizing women and children? 

Precisely, so far multiculturalism has prioritized either the interests of the 

communities, or the states. And within this clash, rights of women and children have 

been ignored. In both application and in its retreat politics of cultural difference has 

tried to dominate the lives of women and children. In that sense, either the state or 

the community has imposed its certain vision of life, its conception of good over 

these vulnerable members.  
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To respond multiculturalist challenges on weaker group members a new literature 

has emerged starting with late 1990s. This literature has tried to respect both the 

claims of communities and rights of women and children. In that sense, deliberative 

democracy and joint governance have become alternatives to ‘either state or 

community’ approaches of the primary discussions by promoting new models of 

multiculturalism. 

Accordingly, when analyzing multicultural dilemmas this study has found out that 

despite its pitfalls, multiculturalism should still be promoted. Clearly, the fact of 

multiculturalism still needs to be managed and neither assimilation nor exclusion can 

promote harmony and peace in societies. Rather than making every individual alike, 

and rather than promoting segregation; multicultural societies should ask how people 

with different cultural background can live in harmony and how both inter-group and 

in-group justice can be provided.  

Consequently, this study has found out that multiculturalism is an unending debate. 

Even though most of the theories have failed in providing justice in multiculturalist 

societies, still it should be asked which kind of legal and institutional designs can 

bring solutions. In that respect, deliberative multiculturalism and joint governance 

models were found more appropriate to respond these questions despite some 

problems concerning their applicability. 

It is obvious that in neither of the cases elaborated in this study values and meanings 

of traditions and customs were discussed. In cultural defense cases for instance 

practices were readily accepted as valid and rightful. For example, in parent-child 

suicide and under-age rape cases family honor dominated the decisions of the courts. 

But what about the honors and wellbeing of young girls? Who are supposed to 

protect and struggle for them? Clearly communities did not take into consideration 

the rights of children. But why state institutions legalized this neglect? Why should 

interests of communities rule over the rights of children? Likewise, in honor killing 

and gang rape cases honor of the family and values of men are protected by the 
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courts. As against this, the real victims who were women were not taken into 

consideration. What is more, in anti-veiling cases states readily decided that veil is  

against their values. But who defines the values of liberal societies? Are they not 

subject to change? Indeed, recently several states have declared that western, 

national, republican… values should be stable. But whose interest is this? Why is 

headscarf a threat for French republic for instance? Again, in the retreat of 

multiculturalism women and children were not present in the discussions. On the 

contrary, they are represented by either the community or the state. Without doubt, 

this has created a multicultural dilemma in which states and communities fight for 

each other to control the lives of teachers and students.   

It becomes clear that, traditions themselves are not discussed in this study but their 

imposition and legitimization by state hand was criticized. Both in the application 

and in the retreat of multiculturalism liberal states have imposed rigid definitions of 

identity, customs and traditions over group members. Women and children were not 

represented in the courts; on the contrary certain practices ruled over them. It is this 

neglect which has created multicultural vulnerabilities according to this study. To be 

more precise, the neglect of victimization of women and children in cultural wars has 

resulted in injustices.  

Therefore, this study supported universal standards to avoid victimization of women. 

There should be legal and institutional mechanisms to protect arbitrary enculturation 

of women and children by communities and states. But what can these mechanisms 

be? How can universalism be achieved legitimately so that it does not become 

imposition from above? Clearly there is no moral point in deciding what a good way 

of life is on behalf of others. But it is not morally acceptable either to leave every 

community to conduct their affairs in accordance with their particular moral 

standards. Indeed this study showed that in anti-veiling legislations the former was 

experienced and in cultural defense cases the latter.  
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What is the midway? Benhabib suggests that deliberative democracy can work to 

legitimize universal rights claims. Although her approach is promising for 

multicultural studies, it has certain deficits. For instance, argumentation as Young 

(1996) mentioned has cultural and gender basis. Women in illiberal communities 

may fail in providing good reasons to convince the public about their cause. What is 

more, Benhabib cannot respond how children will be represented in these 

discussions. Are we going to expect children to participate in public deliberation? 

Then who is going to argue on their behalf? 

Besides, Ayelet Shachar suggests that joint-governance approach can be a solution to 

injustices in multiculturalism. Sharing jurisdictional areas and mechanisms can be 

relieving in ‘either state or community’ approaches. However, there are some 

challenging points as it was addressed by this study. First of all will women and 

children have real options to request alternative jurisdiction? How can community 

pressure be eliminated? Can Muslim women have real chances to apply to a secular 

court for instance? Again, who will represent children? Who will choose the courts 

that will hear the cases on their behalf? 

Still it is clear that universal mechanisms together with real choice mechanisms are 

necessary to reverse the negative effects on women and children. Nevertheless, it is 

still not clear whether these approaches may respond the challenges sufficiently if 

they are applied in the empirical realm. What should be done then?  

This study analyzed multiculturalism from the perspective of Universalism-

particularism debate. This debate is one of the most contentious areas in philosophy 

and in social sciences. One of the reflections of this dichotomy in Western liberal 

democracies is multiculturalism. The thesis with the help of several examples 

showed that the impact of multiculturalism on women and children is primarily a 

Universalism-particularism debate. 
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It is beyond the scope of this thesis to solve this fundamental Universalism-

particularism predicament. For centuries, discussions on this topic are on-going and 

it is not possible to expect that this dilemma can be overcome in the near future. 

Consequently, the thesis cannot provide solutions to this age-old issue. On the 

contrary, it tried to point out that the vulnerabilities of women and children in 

multiculturalism discussions are part of a fundamental topic not only for political 

science but also for the social sciences and for philosophy in general. 
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